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Resum (Catala)	
 
L'objectiu del treball és el càlcul i disseny constructiu de la subestació de 
transformació amb l'elecció dels transformadors de classe de tensió 10 / 0,4 kV 
amb les línies subterrànies per a la connexió tecnològica del demandant (un 
complex de l'esport) de segona categoria de seguretat a la ciutat de Moscou. 
L'objecte de la investigació del aquest treball és la subestació de 
transformació de tipus «la subestació compacta de bloc amb dos transformadors» 
amb el grup de connexió triangle / estrella. La subestació de la transformació es 
connecta amb la subestació de transformació i distribució № 1 i subestació del 
transformació i distribució № 2 en bucle. La classe de tensió, a què es realitza la 
connexió tecnològica del consumidor és 0,4 kV. La quantitat de punts de l'accés és 
2, con reserva (en la segona categoria de seguretat). Els punts de la connexió del 
consumidor són els switchgears. El subministrament reservo de l'energia no n'hi ha.
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Resumen (Castellano) 
 
El objetivo del trabajo es el cálculo y el diseño constructivo de la subestación 
de transformación con la elección de los transformadores de clase de tensión 
10/0,4 kV con las líneas subterráneas para la conexión tecnológica del demandante 
(un complejo del deporte) de segunda categoría de seguridad en la ciudad de 
Moscú. 
El objeto de la investigación del este trabajo es la subestación de 
transformación  de tipo «el subestación compacta de bloque con dos 
transformadores» con el grupo de conexión  triángulo/estrella. La subestación del 
transformación se conecta con la subestación de transformación y distribución № 1 
y subestación del transformación y distribución № 2 en bucle. La clase de tensión, a 
que se realiza la conexión tecnológica del consumidor es 0,4 kV. La cantidad de 
puntos del acceso es 2. Los puntos de la conexión del consumidor son los 
switchgears. El suministro reservo de la energía no hay.
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Abstract (English) 
 
Work purpose is calculation and a rational design of transformer substation 
with the choice of transformers a class of voltage of 10/0,4 kV with the cable lines 
adjoining to it for technology joining of the applicant (a sport complex or gym) on 
the second category of reliability in the city of Moscow. 
Subject of inquiry of this work is transformer substation like "block compact 
two transformer substation" with group of connection of windings a triangle/star. 
The Transformer Substation is connected from the distribution transformer 
substation № 1 and distribution transformer substation № 2. Voltage class to which 
technology joining of the consumer is implemented is 0,4 kV. Quantity of points of 
accession is 2. Points of joining of the consumer are customer’s gears. The reserve 
power supply is absent. 
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 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Work purpose 
In this final work the project of power supply of a sports and improving 
complex with two points of accession is considered: the input distribution device-1 - 
229 kW, the input distribution device-2 - 221 kW. Technology accession is 
performed on the second category of reliability. 
According to the electric installation code (EIC) those electro receivers, the 
break in which operation can lead to considerable decrease in issue of the electric 
power, refer to the second category of reliability of power supply of consumers. In 
this regard the unemployment of personnel, downtime of a production equipment 
and production of goods takes place and it worsens normal life of a large number of 
citizens. The second category of reliability requires reservation of power sources. It 
is necessary to generate a power supply of electro receivers of the second category 
of reliability of power supply from two independent power sources. A failure of 
power supply from one power source leads to а temporary lack of power supply, 
while switching time on a reserve source operation personnel or a mobile team of 
power supply networks is admissible. 
Class of voltage of power networks to which technology accession - 0,4 kV is 
carried out. The distance to the nearest transformer substations to which accession 
will be possible is about 800 meters. High-quality power supply of the applicant 
requires construction of new transformer substation near borders of a site of the 
applicant. Connection of new transformer substation is implemented by an insert 
method to the line of 10 kV existing cable the direction: distribution station № 1 - 
distribution station № 2. 
New transformer substation is under construction on type of two-transformer 
block integral transformer substation with automatic input of a reserve of high 
voltage side. In new transformer substation with hermetic oil transformers there 
are transformers with a nominal voltage of 10/0,4 kV. And circuit group of 
connections of windings – D/Yн-11.  
Laying of a cable line of 0,4 kV from new transformer substation to 
switchgears of a site of the applicant is implemented. 
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Figure 1: Scheme of technology accession of object. 
 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram. 
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1.2 History of development of power industry in 
Russia 
At the end of the 19th century the fundamentals of the Russian power were 
made by generation of "the steam force" in food sector, in a manufactory and metal 
working. As a rule, for these purposes used domestic fuel - firewood, coal, peat, oil, 
fuel oil, kerosene that made 80% of power balance of the country. In 1886 the 
"steam" monopoly was broken by the industrial and commercial "Society of electric 
lighting of 1886" registered in St. Petersburg. The Vilmanstrandsky and St. 
Petersburg merchant of the first guild Karl Fedorovich Simens has acted as the 
initiator of this enterprise. His first electrical power work in Russia was lighting of 
apartments of the profitable house passage of the merchant Postnikov (nowadays 
this building of theatre of Yermolova) in 1887. Soon in Georgiyevsky Lane of 
Moscow the power plant of small generation has been started, and then the first 
1470 kW steam-turbine power plant has begun to work at Raushskaya 
Embankment. 
Soon in addition to a direct current also alternating current of different 
frequency from 25 to 52.5 Hz was released. In general, only long-term projects 
were interesting to foreign investors, for example, the Swiss shareholders managed 
to sign in 1895 with the Moscow authorities a fifty-year concession contract about 
electrification of "any districts of Moscow what citizens wish".  
At this time, in addition to Central power station in Moscow, there were also 
a number of smaller power plants - City, University, Imperial theatres, Palace (lit 
the Kremlin), at stations - Yaroslavl and Brest. Approximately the same situation 
was in two other largest cities of the empire - St. Petersburg and Kiev. Using of a 
direct current limited length of the feeding cables that forced to use small local 
power plants. 
The system from two power plants near Baku integrated on parallel operation 
in 1900 was the first electric utility system in Russia. The system had a difficult 
extensive cable network of 20 kV which supplied with energy oil fields. This event is 
also considered to be as the beginning large-scale industrial electricity use. 
In November, 1917 when all have been busy only with policy, Lenin, on an 
apt expression of the former leading expert of "Society of 1886" of Gleb 
Krzhizhanovsky, has proved as "the great pusher of business of electrification". In 
particular, in the heat of civil war - in January, 1918 under his patronage the First 
All-Russian conference of employees of the electroindustry was held. And after that 
by results of the conference Elektrostroy was created in four months. For this 
reason, the technocrats who are not sympathizing revolution have responded to an 
appeal of Bolsheviks. Imposed them that the person who is well sorting in 
perspectives of national power industry has come to the power. By the way, now 
very few people know that the concept of electrification of the country in April, 
1918 was made by Lenin. Krzhizhanovsky under supervision of whom on December 
20, 1920 detailed this idea in work of "A problem of electrification of the industry". 
also the plan which has received the name of GOELRO (State commission on 
electrification of Russia) has been developed. 
The plan of GOELRO assumed implementation of two programs. The first 
provided recovery and reconstruction of the existing power plants, the second - a 
construction within 10-15 years of 30 new large scale power stations with a total 
power of 1750 MW. Stations in a radius of 200-400 km integrated on parallel 
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operation in power supply systems. The plan of GOELRO was six-hundred-page 
volume and consisted of six heads: 
- Electrification and plan of a state farm; 
- Electrification and fuel supply; 
- Electrification and water power; 
- Electrification and agriculture; 
- Electrification and transport; 
- Electrification and industry. 
The result exceeded the most courageous expectations: by 1935 electricity 
production in the USSR reached 26,3 billion kWh, having ten times exceeded the 
pre-war level of imperial Russia. Moreover, instead of construction of 30 new 
regional power plants was put into operation 10 stations more. As a result, our 
country became the third power - after the USA and Germany. By the way, the 
leading states, having estimated the Soviet experience, copied the plan of GOELRO 
taking into account the specifics. So there were programs of Fran Baum (USA), 
Oscar Miller (Germany), Weier (England), Velem and Duval (France). 
In 1940 production of electricity in the USSR reached 48,3 billion kWh, at the 
same time the total power of the Soviet power industry made 11,2 million kW. 
However, the begun war with fascist Germany and occupation of Ukraine, Belarus 
and the central part of Russia negatively affected domestic power that led in 1942 
to sharp reduction of its total generation up to 29,1 billion kWh. Realizing value of 
this industry, the State Committee of Defense equated construction of new 
capacities to a defense order. 
In parallel there was a recovery in the freed territories of the power plants 
destroyed by Germans. Important and the fact that the largest Soviet cities after 
leaving of Germans were provided with current at the expense of power trains at 
once. The first such mobile power plant was made in 1943 on thermal power station -
12 and sent to Stalingrad. The mobile power, since 1943, worked in Kiev, the 
Crimea, Minsk, Riga, Tallinn, Vilnius and other cities. As a result, the Soviet power 
engineering specialists in 1945 could come practically to premilitary indicators, 
having carried out generation of 43,3 billion kWh. 
After the Victory of 1945 the power USSR program developed towards 
further centralization and on the way of construction of the world's largest thermal 
and hydroelectric power stations. Such approach allowed to increase in 15 post-war 
years’ electricity production by 6 times in comparison 1940 - to 300 billion kWh. In 
many respects for this reason in 1967 it was succeeded to complete creation of the 
power pool system of the European part of the country which integrated 600 power 
plants with a total power of 65 million kW. Relying on this experience, the task of 
creation of ring networks of Asian and East Siberian regions, with a further exit to a 
common utility system of the country was set. 
Time of 60-80 years of the last century is characterized by transfer of the 
center of construction of power plants to Siberia and to Central Asia where about 
80% of hydroenergy resources concentrated. As a matter of fact, the new stage of 
development of the Soviet power began. So, the major step in this direction was 
construction of hydroelectric power stations, for example, of Sayano-Shushenskaya 
hydroelectric power station. It is considered that builders who constructed a 
concrete arch and gravitational dam 245 m high and with a crest length of 1074.4 
m, in a canyon at the Yenisei River entry in Minusinsk Depression made impossible. 
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Difficulties of this project are caused, first of all, by feature of the Siberian climate 
and remoteness from industrial centers. In particular, the hydraulic turbines 
manufactured by production association of turbine construction "Leningrad Metal 
Plant" were delivered by the waterway through the Arctic Ocean along a route of 
the general extent of 10 thousand kilometers.  
 
Figure 3: Sayano-Shushenskaya hydroelectric power station. 
 (Source: svpressa.ru) 
 
The Sayano-Shushenskaya hydroelectric power station began to be built in 
1963 and officially put in operation in 2000, but the station paid off in 1986 thanks 
to mounting on the first two turbines of the temporary driving wheels capable to 
generate current at intermediate heads of water. By this time the station developed 
already 80 billion kWh, having returned all funds allocated for its construction to 
the state budget. 
Except intensive construction of hydroelectric power stations in the eighties 
of the 20th century in the USSR there was one more serious change of fuel and 
energy balance. There was essentially new program providing development of 
atomic-power engineering that served as the beginning of serial construction of the 
of nuclear power station. At the moment, Russia has technology of nuclear power 
industry of a complete cycle - from extraction of uranium ores to electricity 
production and utilization of spent nuclear fuel. Atomic-power engineering gained 
broad development in the European part of Russia and in the Northwest. 
Also in the eightieth years construction of transmission lines of extra-high 
voltage (400, 500, 750), the large power supply systems connecting among 
themselves gained mass character, the Common utility system of the USSR was as 
a result formed. The question of development of the new, earlier not existing in the 
world classes of voltage of-1150 kV of the variable and 1500 kV of a direct current 
called ultrahigh was on the agenda. The first-ever "width" transmission lines should 
connect together five integrated power systems of the Soviet Union - Siberia, 
Kazakhstan, the Ural, Volga, the Center. In 1987 the site of this line from Ekibastuz 
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to Tchebarkul 432 kilometers long on a voltage level of 1150 kV was handed over. 
Any other line in the world is not capable to work under so high voltage. The site 
had to give power from two constructed Ekibastuzsky state district power stations 
on substation of 1150 kV in Tchebarkul, connecting power supply systems of 
Kazakhstan and Russia. 
 
 
Figure 4: Transmission line 1150 kV. 
(Source: musen.ru) 
 
Average height of support of the line made 45 meters. The weight of 
conductors is about 50 tons. Phase separation is used: each phase consists of 8 
wires forming the correct octagon in section. Flow capacity of the line reached 5500 
MW. 
Completion of construction of the power transmission line of 1150 and 1500 
kV was planned in 1995, however because of collapse of the USSR the project 
remained unfinished. The bulk of the line appeared "abroad" as about 1400 of 1900 
km of the line are in Kazakhstan. Some sites of the line energized of 500 kV are at 
the moment used. 
After 2000 a number of the Soviet projects in power industry found a second 
wind. First of all, it concerned hydropower and atomic-power engineering. Now in 
our country generation on the basis of alternative energy sources is of essential 
interest. So, in Altai Republic operation autonomous the 100 kW diesel solar power 
plant began summer of 2013. In the afternoon power supply is conducted at the 
expense of photo-electric batteries, in night - from the accumulator and the diesel 
electric generator. This project is interesting by autonomy which experience will 
allow to electrify the remote settlements reliably. The biggest solar power plant in 
Russia is considered the Caspian, design capacity of which is estimated at 5 MW. In 
addition to energy of the sun, also wind force is used, in particular, the Zelenograd 
wind power station constructed in the Kaliningrad region has the power of 1 MW 
and consists of 21 wind generators. 
From September, 2015 to September, 2016 about 1140,7 billion kWh of the 
electric power are made. In the country more than 700 power plants with power 
over 5 MW work. The total installed capacity of power plants of Russia for the end 
of 2015 made 235305.56 MW. 
Installed capacity of park of the operating power plants on types of 
generation has the following structure: thermal power stations of 68,4%, hydraulic 
- 20,3%, nuclear - about 11,1%.  
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The leading position of heat-and-power engineering is historically developed 
and economically justified pattern of development of the Russian power. The 
greatest development and distribution in Russia were gained by the public thermal 
power stations working at organic fuel (gas, coal). 
The hydropower is a key element of ensuring system reliability of the 
Common utility system of the country, having more than 90% of a reserve of 
adjusting power. Russia has a high hydroenergy potential, in the territory of Russia 
about 9% of world reserves of water resources are concentrated. 
Power strategy of Russia for the period till 2030 means decrease in 
dependence of economic well-being of nation on oil and gas sector with reduction of 
a share of fuel and energy complex from 30 to 18 percent; optimization of structure 
of fuel and energy balance of the country with decrease in a share of gas from 52 
to 46-47 percent and increase in a share of not fuel power from 11 to 13-14 
percent; power development of new regions; restriction of volume of emissions of 
greenhouse gases by 2030 to the level of 100-105 percent of volume of the 
specified emissions in 1990. 
 
 
1.3 Ranges of application of low and medium voltage 
in power supply systems  
There are two levels of voltage in a household network - European (220 - 
240 V) and American (100 - 127 V) and two values of frequency of alternating 
current of 50 and 60 Hz in the world and they are applied generally. The smaller 
voltage and higher frequency are considered less hazardous to health and human 
lives, the higher voltage and more low frequency is simpler and the cheapest way 
technically. 
Voltage of 100 - 127 V with a frequency of 60 Hz is used in the USA, the 
countries of Northern, Central and partially South America, Japan and other 
countries. Other world with rare exception uses voltage of 220 - 240 V with a 
frequency of 50 Hz. 
There are two main systems of voltage in Europe: English 
(0,4/11/33/66/132/275 kV) and German (0,4/6/10/35/110/220 kV). Development 
of power networks of medium voltage is characterized by a number of the general 
features. Continuous increase in demand for the electric power causes need of 
increase in flow capacity of the existing network. Continuous increase in demand 
for the electric power causes need of increase in flow capacity of the existing 
network. Increase of nominal stress of a network of medium voltage could become 
one of solutions of this question. However, the world practice of development of 
networks of medium voltage shows that creation of the new centers of a power 
supply and laying of new lines is more preferable from the economic point of view. 
Development of the existing network of medium voltage has, as a rule, local 
character, affecting very limited site of a network. Development of separate sites of 
a network of medium voltage is often carried out by the different owners aiming to 
minimize investments into development of a network. Implementation of higher 
voltage demands big capital investments. Higher voltage on a separate site of a 
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network creates difficulties for personnel as in this case it is necessary to operate 
networks of several nominal stresses. 
Historically, voltage of 6 kV and 10 kV in networks of medium voltage was 
distributed in the Soviet Union. Implementation of voltage of 10 kV in power 
networks of a number of the cities (for example, Moscow) was carried out in the 
30th of the last century. 
 
 
1.4 Power supply system of Moscow 
Utility power system of the city is a set of power plants of the lowering and 
converter substations feeding and the distribution lines and electroreceivers 
providing technology processes of the household industrial and transport 
consumers of electricity located in the territory of the city and partially in a 
residential suburb. 
The Moscow power generating system has a ring structure therefore it is 
called the Moscow power ring. The Moscow power ring is formed by high-voltage 
transmission lines (voltage of 500 kV) and group of the most powerful substations 
located both within the city and in the Moscow region. The main objective of these 
nodal substations - undervoltage from 500 to 220 both 110 kV and its transfer on 
nodal distribution substations.  
The ring scheme of power supply of big megalopolises is the most reliable. 
The substations and the distributing devices located in the city: Beskudnikovo (500 
kV), Chagino (500 kV), Ochakovo (500 kV) and HPS-26 (500 kV). Regional 
substations: White Rast (750 kV), Noginsk (500 kV), Trubino (500 kV), Pakhra (500 
kV), Western (500 kV), Kaskadnaya (500 kV). 
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Figure 5: The Moscow power ring. 
 
At design and implementation of utility power systems of the city specifics of 
conditions of the city on division into districts and building, constructive 
performance of objects of power supply of the city, cost of the engineering 
equipment of the territory of the city, and also on influence on the ecological 
environment of life activity of the person have to be considered. 
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Basic groups of consumers of electricity in utility power systems of the city 
are: household consumers, industrial enterprises, the electrified urban and 
suburban transport. 
City power networks include: the electro supplying networks of 35 kV and 
above, distribution networks voltage 6-20kv, the transformer substations and lines 
feeding the enterprises. 
units have to be carried out, using type plans or decisions taking into account 
the maximum use of the complete electrotechnical equipment of prefabrication. 
 
 
 
 
2. Calculation of transformer 
substation 
 
The rational design of transformer substation is carried out according to the 
declared power, quantity of points of accession, group of accession of windings, a 
class of voltage on which accession is carried out. 
Complex transformer substation of type block compact two-transformer 
substation with two transformers is intended for power supply of electroreceivers of 
housing-and-municipal and public building. Block compact two-transformer 
substation is the finished product which is fully completed by the rated equipment. 
The single line diagram of new transformer substation is presented in the annexes 
– Page № 1. All the equipment it contains is selected in the following chapter. 
 
 
2.1 Power transformers 
In transformer substation hermetic oil power transformer transformers are 
installed, the scheme of connection is D/Yн-11. Power transformers are powered 
from the complex distributing device with gas-insulated isolation on single-phase 
cables with isolation from the sewed polyethylene (see point 4.3). Power take-off of 
low voltage is made on four-core cables with isolation of the sewed polyethylene 
(see point 4.4). 
 
2.1.1 Сhoice of the transformer 
At the choice of number, power and type of power transformers for a power 
supply of electroreceivers of a sports and improving complex we will be guided by 
the following provisions stated in CH-174-75: 
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1. Power of transformers has to be chosen taking into account an allowable load 
in standard and postemergency operation of work. 
2. The number of transformers is defined proceeding from ensuring reliability of 
a power supply with category of consumers. 
3. Two-transformer substations are constructed at concentration of considerable 
loadings in a setting point of substations. Power supply of electroreceivers II 
of category has to have reservation. 
4. The possibility of expansion or development of substations with installation of 
more high-power transformers on the same bases has to be considered. 
 
According to the branch standard of State standard specification 14209-85 
the optimum coefficient of load of transformers on the second category of reliability 
is 0,7 - 0,8. Respectively, we accept coefficient of load of transformers К! = 0.75.  
As in addition to a sports and improving complex, also connection to new 
transformer substation of other consumer with two points of accession with a total 
power of 350 kW is planned, the size of an overall load of transformer substation is 
SP=800 kW. Therefore, we will take cognizance of the 400 and 630 kVA 
transformers. 
 
Option 1: 𝑺тр = 𝟒𝟎𝟎 kVA 
The necessary number of transformers for ensuring the second category of 
reliability for each input distribution device is calculated on the following formula: 𝑁! = 𝑆!"𝐾! ∙ 𝑆!"                                                                                 (1) 
 
where Sol – a design overall load of substation, kW; КL - - load factor of 
transformers, is accepted depending on category of reliability of consumers of 
electricity; STn - standard horsepower of the transformer, kVA. 
As to transformer substation further in addition to a sports and improving 
complex joining of one more applicant on the second 350 kW category is planned, 
so: 𝑆!" = 450 + 350 𝑘𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 = 860,215 𝑘𝑉𝐴 
 𝑁! = 860.2150,75 ∙ 400 = 2,867 
 
We round the received number N to a bigger integer, that is we accept N=3. 
Respectively, use more than two transformers is necessary for providing optimum 
coefficient of load that it is impossible for dimensions of this type of transformer 
substation. Thus, it is necessary to consider more high-power transformers. 
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Option 2: 𝑺тр = 𝟔𝟑𝟎 kVA 𝑁! = 860.2150,75 ∙ 630 = 1.821 
 
We round the received number N to a bigger integer, that is we accept N=2. 
 
The actual coefficient of load of the transformer in a standard duty: 
 𝐾!" = 860.2152 ∙ 630 = 0,683 
 
The actual coefficient of load satisfies the second category of reliability, and 
also implies possible further accessions to new transformer substation as the 
maximum coefficient of load of the transformer for this category is 0.8. 
 
The coefficient of load of the transformer in postemergency operation (failure 
of one of transformers) will make: 𝐾!" = 𝑆!"𝑁! − 1  𝑆!"                                                                        (2) 𝐾!" = 860.2152 − 1  630 = 1.365 
 
Such overload is admissible at all integral cooling systems irrespective of the 
previous mode, cooling air temperature and a setting point of the transformer 
provided that oil temperature in top coats is not above 115 °C. According to State 
standard specification 14209-85 about admissible emergency overloads of 
transformers, the transformer operating time in emergency operation is determined 
by the table depending on load coefficient in a standard duty, load coefficient in 
emergency operation and temperatures of cooling medium. Respectively, at load 
coefficient in a standard duty 𝐾!" = 0,683, load coefficient in emergency operation 𝐾!" = 1,365 and temperature of cooling medium 𝑡 = 20°С the operating time of the 
transformer will be about 4 hours. 
In addition, for the oil-filled transformers working with coefficient of initial 
loading	  𝐾!" < 0,93, the overload for 40% over nominal current no more than 5 
days for the period of peak loads lasting no more than 6 h a day is allowed at 
acceptance of all measures for strengthening of cooling of the transformer. 
Thus, transformers with a nominal power of 630 kVA and with optimum 
coefficient of load are used as the most reliable. 
 
2.1.2 Determination of the fundamental electrical quantities of the 
transformer 
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Table 1: The general basic data for calculation of electric part of transformer 
substation. 
Accession points input distribution device -1, 
input distribution device -2 
Сategory of reliability II 
Earlier attached power 0 kW 
Declared power input distribution device -1 – 225 kW 
input distribution device -2 – 225 kW 
Group of connection Triangle/star 
Nominal frequency 50 Hz 
 
 
Table 2: Nominal data of hermetic oil transformer 630 kVA. 
Nominal high voltage (𝑼𝑯𝑽) 10 kV 
Nominal low voltage (𝑼𝑳𝑽) 0,4 kV 
Nominal voltage of a short circuit (𝑼𝑺𝑪) 5,5 % 
Losses of a short circuit (𝑷𝑺𝑪) 8,4 kV 
Nominal current of idling 0,5 % 
Stand-by losses (𝑷𝒊𝒅𝒍) 1,1 kV 
 
Proceeding from the provided data we calculate the fundamental electrical 
quantities. 
 
Power of one phase of the transformer (number of phases m=3): 𝑆! = 𝑆!"𝑚                                                                                 (3) 𝑆! = 6303 = 210 𝑘𝑉𝐴 
 
Power on one rod (number of active windings of a rod of a magnetic 
conductor of the transformer с=3): 𝑆! = 𝑆!"𝑐                                                                                (4) 𝑆! = 6303 = 210 𝑘𝑉𝐴 
 
Nominal line currents of windings: 
 
High voltage winding: 𝐼!" = 𝑆!"3 𝑈!"                                                                            (5) 𝐼!" = 6303  ∙ 10 = 36.373 𝐴 
Low voltage winding: 
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𝐼!" = 𝑆!"3 𝑈!"                                                                              (6) 𝐼!" = 6303  ∙ 0,4 = 909,327 𝐴 
 
Phase current of a winding of one rod of the three-phase transformer: 
At triangle connection of high-voltage winding: 
 𝐼!" = 𝐼!"3                                                                                 (7) 𝐼!" = 36,3733 = 21 𝐴 
 
At star connection of low-voltage winding: 
 𝐼!" = 𝐼!"                                                                                   (8) 𝐼!" = 909,327 𝐴 
 
Phase voltage of the three-phase transformer: 
At triangle connection of high-voltage winding: 
 𝑈!" = 𝑈!"                                                                                (9) 𝑈!" = 10 𝑘𝑉 
 
At star connection of low-voltage winding: 
 𝑈!" = 𝑈!"3                                                                             (10) 𝑈!" = 0,43 = 0,231 𝑘𝑉 
 
Active component of short-circuit voltage: 
 𝑈! = 𝑃!" ∙ 10!10 ∙ 𝑆Н                                                                          (11) 𝑈! = 8,4 ∙ 10!10 ∙ 630 = 1,333 % 
 
Reactive component of short-circuit voltage: 
 𝑈! = 𝑈!"! − 𝑈!!                                                                      (12) 𝑈! = 5,5! − 1,333! = 5,336 % 
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2.1.3   Calculation of losses of power in the chosen transformers 
 
Losses of active ∆𝑃(kW) and reactive ∆𝑄(kVAr) capacities in transformers is 
determine by formulas: ∆𝑃! = 𝑁 ∙ ∆𝑃!"# + ∆𝑃!"𝐵!"!                                                              (13) ∆𝑄! = 𝑁 ∙ 𝑆!"100 𝑖!"# + 𝑢!"𝐵!"!                                                          (14) 
 
Where ∆𝑃!"# and ∆𝑃!" – stand-by losses and a short circuit, kW; 𝑖!"#  – current of idling of the transformer, %; 𝑢!" – short-circuit voltage of the 
transformer, %; N – number of transformers; 𝐵!"  – actual load factor of 
transformers. 
 ∆𝑃! = 2 ∙ 1,1 + 8,4 ∙ 0,683 = 10,0304 𝑘𝑊 ∆𝑄! = 630100 0,5 + 5,5 ∙ 0,683 = 38,6003 𝑘𝑉𝐴𝑟 
 
 
Total power of consumers: 
 𝑃 = 744 𝑘𝑊;   𝑄 = 294,0476 𝑘𝑉𝐴𝑟 
 
Maximum load on transformers: 
 𝑆! = 744 + 10,0304 ! + 294,0476 + 38,6003 ! = 824,146 𝑘𝑉𝐴 
 
So, real load factor of each of transformers: 
 𝑆!"#! = 824,146 𝑘𝑊𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 = 886,178 𝑘𝑉𝐴 
 𝐾!"#$ = 𝑆!"#!𝑁! ∙ 𝑆!"                                                                       (15) 𝐾реал = 886,1782 ∙ 630 = 0,703 
 
 
2.2 Distributing devices of medium and low voltage 
For transfer and electric power distribution in transformer substations 
complete distributing devices with gas-insulated isolation of Siemens of type 8DJH 
are installed. Complete distributing gas-insulated devices occupy insignificant part 
of the square and the volume demanded for the normal switching equipment with 
air ̆ isolation. In areas with a high density of electric loading, especially in the cities 
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or industrial zones, use of complete distributing gas-insulated devices is the most 
economic decision.  
In complete distributing gas-insulated devices protection of power 
transformers by means of the IKI-30 relay is implemented. 
For electricity supply of consumers at voltage 0,4kv the project provided 
placement of the distributing device of 0,4 kV consisting of two assemblies of buses 
of low voltage with input and section switches, safety plugs on the departing lines. 
 
2.2.1 Distributing device Siemens type 8DJH 
The complete distributing gas-insulated device type 8DJH represents the 
unattended complete distributing device of medium voltage which passed routine 
tests with unary system of combined buses. It is intended for use at a voltage up to 
24 kV, currents of accessions to 630 A, short-circuit currents to 25 kA. 
The complete distributing gas-insulated device type 8DJH is applied to 
energy distribution in secondary distribution networks, including in difficult 
environmental conditions, for example: different distribution and transformer 
substations of the enterprises of power supply and urban power plants, commercial 
electric units. The distributing device has three-phase execution, the metal body 
and gas-insulated isolation. The distributing device conforms to requirements of 
State standard specification 14693-90, and also IEC 62271-200. 
Basis of installation are hermetically welded reservoirs from anticorrosive 
high-quality steel in which primary devices are installed (power and three-positional 
load-breaking isolators, disconnectors, grounding conductors), and are filled with 
inert gas.  
The concept of completely modular construction of the distributing device 
allows along with standard units of cells to create blocks of a free configuration. To 
four modules it is possible to integrate in one block of cells.  
 
Table 3: Functional modules. 
Modules of cells of the distributing device 
R Cell of a ring cable line 
L Cell of the power circuit-breaker 
 
 
 
In projectable transformer substation mounting of two monoblocks of cells of 
10 kV on 4 accessions is provided: 8DJH-LLLL and 8DJH-LLLR. 
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Figure 6: Cell of a ring cable line (type R) on the right and cell of the power circuit-
breaker (type L) on the left. 
(Source: automation.siemens.com) 
 
Important feature of the complete distributing gas-insulated device is that its 
mounting does not demand any works with insulated gas. 
The main technical data of the complete distributing gas-insulated device 
type Siemens 8DJH are given in the following table. 
 
Table 4: The main technical data of the complete distributing gas-insulated device 
type Siemens 8DJH. 
Nominal voltage, kV 6, 10, 20 
Current of the combined bus, A ≤ 630 
Current of the departing cable line, A ≤ 630 
Shutdown current at a short circuit ≤ 25 
 
The 8DJH distributing device does not demand technical maintenance during 
all endurance (35 years): all open current carrying parts and switching devices are 
located in the reservoir with the inert gas made on all endurance, that dust and dirt 
do not get on current carrying parts and, respectively, rubbing is not required. 
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2.2.2 Distributing device of low voltage. 
 
For electricity supply of consumers, the project provided placement of the 
two-section distributing device of 0,4 kV consisting of two assemblies of low voltage 
of type: ShNN-8-1250(1000), where 1250 - nominal current of the lead-in switch 
(A), 800 - nominal current of a selectionalizing switch (A) (see point 2.3.1, 2.3.2) 
The bus of 0,4 kV of alternating current, the permanent unit, the open 
construction, it is intended for installation in transformer substations for the 
purpose of electric power distribution between consumers in urban networks. The 
bus of low voltage is intended for electric power distribution, protection of a cable 
and the transformer against short-circuit currents. 
The bus of low voltage completely corresponds to State standard 
specification. Endurance - 25 years (on condition of carrying out technical 
maintenance and (or) replacement of the equipment according to indications of the 
operating manual). 
The bus of low voltage is manufactured as out-of-pocket accounting, and 
with feeder accounting. 
 
Table 5: Main technical data of bus of low voltage. 
Nominal voltage, kV 0,4 
Nominal current, A 1250 
Nominal short-circuit current, kA 20 
Nominal current of chain, A to 630 
Nominal shock short-circuit current, kA to 80 
Nominal current, kA 31,5 
Nominal voltage of isolation, V 660 
Number of accessions 8 
 
 
2.3 Choice of switches 
Switches depending on the arc-suppressing and isolating environments 
applied in them are subdivided on oil, air, gas-insulated, vacuum and switches with 
magnetic arc extinction.  
In networks 6 ÷ 20 of kV minimum oil circuit-breakers, switches with 
magnetic arc extinction and vacuum are used generally. 
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At the choice of switches, as well as the other equipment, it is necessary to 
aim at uniformity that simplifies operation.  
Switches choose according to State standard specification 50345-2010: - on nominal voltage: 𝑈 ≤  𝑈!"#$!%& - on nominal current: 𝐼 ≤  𝐼!"#$!%& - on short-circuit current: 𝐼!" !"#!$#"%&' ≤  𝐼!" !"#$!%& - on shock current: 𝐼!!!"# !"#!$#"%&'  ≤  𝐼!!!"# !"#$!%& - on breaking capacity 
 
2.3.1 Lead-in switch 
High voltage 
Parameters of lead-in switches of medium voltage depend on type of the 
cells used in the input distribution device. As each cell is completed with the switch. 
 
Low voltage 
Technical parameters of the lead-in switch of loading BA88-43 3P of 1250 A 
50 kA (calculation of short-circuit currents and shock currents will provide in 
chapter 3): 
Table 6: Parameters of the lead-in switch. 
 
2.3.2     Selectionalizing switch 
High voltage 
At medium voltage use of an automatic input of a reserve is provided (see 
point 2.4). 
Rated data Data of the catalog 𝑼=400 V 𝑼𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 =690 V 𝑰𝐦𝐚𝐱 =909,327 A 𝑰𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍_𝒐𝒇𝒇 =1250 A 𝑰𝑺𝑪 =15,907 kA 𝑰𝑺𝑪_𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 =20 kA 𝑰𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌 =32,589 kA 𝑰𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌_𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 =50 kA 𝑩𝒌 = 𝑰𝒏𝟐 ∙ 𝒕𝒐𝒇𝒇 = 𝟏𝟓,𝟗𝟎𝟕𝟐 ∙ 𝟎,𝟎𝟒 = 𝟏𝟎,𝟏𝟐𝟏 𝒌𝑨𝟐𝒔 𝑩𝒌 = 𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒎𝟐 ∙ 𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒎 = 𝟐𝟎𝟐 ∙ 𝟏 = 𝟒𝟎𝟎 𝒌𝑨𝟐𝒔 
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Low voltage 
Technical parameters of a selectionalizing switch BA88-43 3P of 1000A 50 kA 
(calculation of short-circuit currents and shock currents will provide in chapter 3): 
 
Table 7: Parameters of the selectionalizing switch. 
Rated data Data of the catalog 𝑼=400 V 𝑼𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍 =690 V 𝑰𝐦𝐚𝐱=902,110 A 𝑰𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍_𝒐𝒇𝒇 =1000 A 𝑰𝑺𝑪=15,907 kA 𝑰𝑺𝑪_𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍=20 kA 𝑰𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌=32,589 kA 𝑰𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌_𝒏𝒐𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒂𝒍=50 kA 𝑩𝒌 = 𝑰𝒏𝟐 ∙ 𝒕𝒐𝒇𝒇 = 𝟏𝟓,𝟗𝟎𝟕𝟐 ∙ 𝟎,𝟎𝟒 = 𝟏𝟎,𝟏𝟐𝟏 𝒌𝑨𝟐𝒔 𝑩𝒌 = 𝑰𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒎𝟐 ∙ 𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒎 = 𝟐𝟎𝟐 ∙ 𝟏 = 𝟒𝟎𝟎 𝒌𝑨𝟐𝒔 
 
 
 
2.4 Automatic input of a reserve 
In projectable transformer substation which is implemented on the motorized 
load-breaking isolators the automatic input of a reserve of medium voltage 6-20kv 
is provided. The complete distributing gas-insulated device type Siemens 8DJH an 
automatic input of a reserve 6-20 kV is intended for fail-safe automatic mutual 
redundancy of a power supply of section 6-20 kV of dual-beam transformer 
substation in case of an emergency (desequencing of alternation of phases, 
disappearances of voltage or its decrease are lower than a certain level). 
In devices of an automatic input of a reserve with a selectionalizing switch 
both inputs in a standard duty are workers, and the selectionalizing switch is 
switched-off. At loss of voltage on any of inputs there is a shutdown of the lead-in 
switch of deenergized input and inclusion of a selectionalizing switch. At voltage 
recovery of a power supply on earlier deenergized input there is an automatic 
shutdown of a selectionalizing switch and turning on of the automatic circuit 
breaker of input. At operation of current protection of any of lead-in automatic 
circuit breakers there is a blocking of work of the scheme of an automatic input of a 
reserve on switching. The adjustable time delay on operation of a selectionalizing 
switch is provided.  
Recovery of the main scheme is into position made by operation personnel 
manually or remotely by means of telecontrol. The device of an automatic input of 
a reserve represents a metal cabinet of hinged execution with the opening door. A 
power supply of a cabinet is carried out by three-phase alternating voltage 380V 
from buses of low voltage of the power transformer of each of beams. The control 
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of switches can be carried out as automatically (at power supply loss), and in the 
remote mode from regional master station. 
 
 
2.5 Safety plugs (fusible inserts) 
By means of safety plugs protection of electric units is carried out most 
simply and cheap. At their use it is not required to install the potential-current 
transformers, the relay and automatic circuit breakers necessary at relaying 
implementation. 
In networks to 1000V safety plugs are a principal view of protection. Safety 
locks and in networks of higher voltage – to 110 kV are applied when they meet 
required parameters and operating conditions. 
The principle of operation of safety plugs is based on a thermal effect of the 
electric current passing on the conductor. At significant increase in current 
temperature of the conductor reaches value of melting temperature of metal from 
which it is executed that leads to a current break in a circuit. The safety plug 
consists of a fusible insert, the cartridge or a design in which the fusible insert is 
fixed, and sometimes the device which facilitating arc extinction. 
The choice of safety locks is carried out on:  
• to nominal voltage; 
• to extremely disconnected current of a fusible insert; 
• to rated current of a fusible insert. 
 
Maximum current on the departing line 0,4 kV to input distribution device-
1 (IDD-1) and to input distribution device-2 (IDD-2): 𝐼!"# _!""!! = 𝑆!""!!3 ∙ 𝑈                                                                     (16) 𝐼!"# _!""!! = 225000 𝑊3 ∙ 400 𝑉 = 324,760 𝐴 
 𝐼!"# _!""!! = 225000 𝑊3 ∙ 400 𝑉 = 324,760 𝐴 
 
So, we choose the face value of the safety plug for both departing lines - 400 A. 
 
Maximum current on the departing lines to the planned consumer also 
connected from new transformer substation. The general the consumer's 
power - 350 kVA (one point of accession) with second category of 
reliability: 𝐼!"# _!"#$%&'( = 𝑆нп3 ∙ 𝑈                                                                  (17) 𝐼!"# _!"#$%&'( = 175000 𝑊3 ∙ 400 𝑉 = 505,181 𝐴 
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So, we choose the face value of the safety plug for both departing lines - 600 A. 
 
 
 
2.6 Illumination of transformer substation 
 
Tasks of this section of the graduation project are calculation and the choice 
of system of an electric lighting for transformer substation of 10/0,4 kV. 
 
Development of lighting units is made in the following sequence: - the choice of the normalized illumination - choice of a lighting system - choice of types of light sources and lamps, and also places of their 
placement - calculation of power of lighting units, capacities of the applied lamps 
According to Construction Norms and Regulations 23-05-95 normalized 
illumination for premises of transformer substation: 
 
Table 8: Minimum illumination. 
Room	 The smallest illumination (lm)	
Rooms of combined buses, corridors of 
management and service of distributing 
devices	
75 
Room of the transformer	 50 
 
Lighting units are carried out on system or the general at which lamps are 
placed in an upper zone of the room evenly, or the localized lighting. 
 
At system of the general lighting the uniform and localized placement of 
lamps is applied. At uniform placement sufficient uniformity of illumination on all 
room space in general is provided. At the localized placement position of each lamp 
depends on an equipment lay-out.	
Considering a construction of transformer substation, in this case the system 
of the general lighting with placement of lamps at the height of 2,3 meters on walls 
symmetrically is applied. 
Calculation of the lighting unit is made by a utilization coefficient method. 
This method is applied to calculation of the general balancing illumination of 
horizontal surfaces at lamps of any type. 	
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Room indicator: 𝑖 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝐵𝐻 𝐴 + 𝐵                                                                       (18) 
Where: 𝐴 – length of the room, m 𝐵 – width of the room, m 
H – calculated height of the room, m 
 
Depending on the calculated indicator of the room the utilization coefficient 
of a luminous flux proceeding from the following table is chosen: 
 
Table 9: Utilization coefficient of a luminous flux. 
Room indicators 1 2 3 4 5 
Utilization coefficient 
of a luminous flux 
0,28…0,46 0,34…0,57 0,37…0,62 0,39…0,65  0,40…0,66 
 
In transformer substation there are about two locations of lamps in each 
room of distributing devices and on one in rooms of transformers. Lamps on two 
lamps are used. 
Respectively, a necessary luminous flux for each lamp: 
 𝐹! = 𝐸!"# ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝑍𝑁 ∙ 𝑛 ∙ 𝜂                                                                 (19) 
Where: 𝐹! –luminous flux of one lamp, lm 𝑁 – number of lamps 𝐸!"# – minimum rated illumination 𝑘 – degree of safety (for glow lamps𝑘 = 1,15) 𝑆 – the lit area 𝑍 – lighting coefficient of irregularity (for glow lamps 𝑍 = 1,15) 𝑛 – number of lamps in the lamp 𝜂 – utilization coefficient of a luminous flux in unit shares 
 
Results of calculations for two rooms are given in the table. 
 
Table 10: Parameters of internal lighting. 
 Rooms of combined buses, 
corridors of management 
and service of distributing 
devices 
Rooms of 
transformers 
Room space, sq.m 8,378 3,422 
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Room indicator 3 2 
Utilization coefficient of 
a luminous flux 
(approximately) 
0,5 0,45 
Rated luminous flux of 
one lamp, lm  
415,5 251,4 
Type of the used lamps Low-power lamps on 12 W Glow lamps on 20 W 
 
The illumination system of transformer substation is presented in the 
annexes - Page № 2. 
Thus, for lighting of the distributing device of medium voltage and the 
distributing device of low voltage we accept two illuminators in each room with two 
low-power lamps on 12 W, and for lighting of rooms of transformers - on one 
illuminator indoors with two lamps on 20 W. 
 
 
 
2.7 Box of own needs 
 
The box of own needs is intended for a power supply of chains of lighting and 
heating of distributing devices, and also mobile measuring and test devices, devices 
for check of protection and automatic equipment of 12V, 220V, 380V. The box has 
laboratory plugs for connection of loadings with currents to 100A. The box of own 
needs is expected operation in the conditions of a temperate climate (on State 
standard specification 15150-69 and 15543.1-89) at a temperature from -25 °C to 
+40 °C, atmosphere type is conditionally pure. 
 
Table 11: Box of own needs technical data (YaSN-V). 
Nominal voltage of a network, V 380/220/12 
Frequency, Hz	 50 
Rated current of a power chain, A 100 
Nominal voltage of output chains, V - Lighting of rooms - 220 V - The socket (16 A) - 220 V - Lighting of cameras - 12 V - The socket (8 A) - 12 V 
 
The box of own needs consists of a metal construction in the form of a 
hinged box and the switching equipment. On the front panel elements of 
management (switches, sockets, switches) are located. In a box on the back panel 
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there are terminal blocks for connection of external chains. A power supply of a box 
of own needs is made from two inputs attached to the input terminal block. 
Operation of a box of own needs has to be made according to "User Rules for 
Operating Electrical Equipment", "Safety regulations at operation of electric units" 
and "Electric installation code". All connections are made at the removed voltage. 
 
 
 
 
2.8 Grounding of transformer substation 
2.8.1  Outside protective grounding device 
The project provided the outside protective grounding device consisting from 
vertical, including deep (with individual measurement of resistance of each deep 
electrode), and horizontal grounding conductors. Grounding has to be Rнззу < 0,5 
Ohms (according to item 3.2 of State standard specification 12.1.030-81). If 
resistance of an outside protective grounding device is shown more indicated value, 
then it is necessary to establish additional deep electrodes and to attach them to an 
outside protective grounding device a strip of 40х4 mm before achievement of the 
specified size. 
Have to be attached to an outside protective grounding device: - neutral and body of power transformers 
 - zero working wires of "N" and zero protective wires of "PE" of lines of 
0,4 kV 
 - metal not current carrying parts of electric equipment which can appear 
energized owing to insulation failure join a zero protective wire of an 
electrical wiring 
For zeroing of the body of portable household instruments from distributing 
switchboards the third (zero protective) a wire is put to sockets by the section 
equal to the section of a phase wire, at the same time zero working and zero 
protective conductors should be connected to different terminal clamps. 
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2.8.2 Calculation of resistance of the ground loop of block two-
transformer substation 
1. Resistance of one vertical grounding conductor (a corner of 50х50х5 
mm length is 2,5 m): 
𝑅! = 𝑘 ∙ 𝜌2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑙 ln 2𝑙𝑑 + 0,5 ln 4𝐻 + 𝑙4𝐻 − 𝑙                                                      (20) 
 
Table 12: Basic data for calculation of resistance of one vertical grounding 
conductor. 
Designation Description Numerical value 
h distance to top end of a vertical 
grounding conductor 
1 m 
l corner length 2,5 m 
k the soil freezing coefficient considering 
seasonal temperature variations of soil 
1 (as grounding is at a 
depth more than 1 m) 𝝆 ground resistivity 100 Ohms∙m  
(climatic region II) 
H 0,5∙l+h 2,25 m 
b width of the side of a corner (corner 
50х50х5, b=0,05+0,05) 
0,1 m 
d 0,5∙b 0,05 m 
 
𝑅! = 1 ∙ 1002 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 2,5 ln 2 ∙ 2,50,05 + 0,5 ln 4 ∙ 2,25 + 2,54 ∙ 2,25 − 2,5 = 31,134 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
2. Grounding conductor resistance in the form of the extended metal 
strip 40х4 placed at h depth 
𝑅!" = 𝑘 ∙ 𝜌2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐿 1 + ln 𝐿2 ∙ ℎln 2 ∙ 𝐿𝑑 ln 2 ∙ 𝐿𝑑                                                     (21) 
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Table 13: Basic data for calculation of resistance of a grounding conductor in the 
form of extended metal strip. 
Designation Description Numerical value 
b strip width 0,04 m 
L total length of a strip 22,6 m 
k the soil freezing coefficient considering 
seasonal temperature variations of soil 
1 (as grounding is at a 
depth more than 1 m) 𝝆 ground resistivity 100 Ohms∙m (Climatic 
region II) 
h strip depth 1 m 
d 0,5∙b 0,02 m 
 
𝑅!" = 1 ∙ 1002 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 22,6 1 + ln 402 ∙ 1ln 2 ∙ 400,02 ln 2 ∙ 280,02 = 7,146 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
3. Resistance of several vertical grounding conductors of identical 
resistance connected with a horizontal strip 40х4 
𝑅 = 1𝑁 ∙ 𝜂𝑣 ∙ 𝑔𝑣 + 𝜂𝑚𝑠 ∙ 𝑔𝑚𝑠                                                            (22) 
 
Table 14: Basic data for calculation of resistance of several vertical grounding 
conductors connected to the help of a horizontal strip. 
Designation Description Numerical value 𝒈𝒗 conductivity of vertical grounding 
conductors (1/Rv)  
0,0321 Сm 
𝒈𝒎𝒔 conductivity of horizontal grounding 
conductors (1/Rms) 
0,140 Cm 
𝜼𝒗 utilization coefficient of vertical 
grounding conductors 
0,58 
𝜼𝒎𝒔 utilization coefficient of horizontal 
grounding conductors 
0,36 
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𝑵 Quantity of vertical grounding 
conductors 
8 
 
𝑅 = 18 ∙ 0,58 ∙ 0,0321 + 0,36 ∙ 0,140 = 3,917 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
4. Resistance of a deep grounding conductor (pipe d=100 of mm, m 
l=10) 
𝑅! = 𝑘 ∙ 𝜌2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑙 ∙ 𝑁 ln 2𝑙𝑑 + 0,5 ln 4𝐻 + 𝑙4𝐻 − 𝑙                                                    (23) 
 
Table 15: Basic data for calculation of resistance of deep grounding conductors. 
Designation Description Numerical value 
h distance to top end of a deep 
grounding conductor 
1 m 
l pipe length (length of a pipe is chosen 
such that its lower piece with openings 
and a copper rod was in moisture 
saturated soil) 
10 m 
d diameter of a pipe 0,1 m 
k the soil freezing coefficient considering 
seasonal temperature variations of soil 
1 (as grounding is at a 
depth more than 1 m) 𝝆 ground resistivity 40 Ohms∙m 
H 0,5∙l+h 6 m 
 
𝑅! = 1 ∙ 402 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 10 ∙ 8 ln 2 ∙ 100,1 + 0,5 ln 4 ∙ 6 + 104 ∙ 6 − 10 = 0,332 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
The design of a rod grounding conductor is the combined rod having a sharp 
steel tip on an entrance to the ground and a shock tip for swamping of a rod to the 
ground by means of the perforator. As a rule, the grounding rod is produced from 
steel. Durability of steel allows to drive an electrode on necessary depth, and 
function of grounding is assigned to a high-conductivity covering from copper. 
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Figure 7: Structure of a deep grounding conductor. 
 
5. Total resistance of an external circuit of grounding 
𝑅!"!#$ = 𝑅гл ∙ 𝑅𝑅гл + 𝑅                                                                         (24) 𝑅!"!#$ = 3,917 ∙ 0,3323,917 + 0,332 = 0,306 < 0,5 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
The full ground of an outside protective grounding device is 0,306 Ohms that 
is less than 0,5 Ohms. Respectively, the quantity of ground electrodes (N=11) is 
counted correctly. 
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The grounding system is provided in the annexes - Page № 3. 
 
2.8.3 Lightning protection 
 
For protection against direct strokes of a lightning armature of a steel 
concrete roof of transformer substation of type block compact transformer 
substation has a tight metallic bond with the internal ground loop, attached to an 
outside grounding device. 
All metal elements on a building roof are attached to system of lightning 
protection. Rolled steel of d=8 mm is used as a connector. All connections are 
executed by welding. 
As current taps rolled steel of d=8 mm is used and it is laid under heat 
insulation of walls.  
For the purpose of decrease probability emergence of dangerous sparking 
current taps are located so that between a point of defeat and the ground: 
1. current spread on several parallel ways; 
2. length of these ways was limited to a minimum. 
 
It is desirable that current taps evenly were located on perimeter of the 
protected object. Whenever possible they are laid near corners of buildings. It is 
not necessary to lay current taps in drainpipes. It is recommended to place current 
taps at the greatest possible distances from doors and windows. 
Current taps are laid on direct and vertical lines, so that the way to the 
ground was the shortest. 
Descents of lightning protection are attached to the ground loop. 
 
 
2.9 Ventilation of transformer substation 
Ventilation of rooms of transformers has to provide withdrawal of heat 
allocated by them in such quantities that at their loading, taking into account 
overload capacity and the maximum calculated temperature of a circumambient, 
heating of transformers did not exceed the most admissible for them value. 
Ventilation has to be so that temperature difference of the air which is coming out 
and entering the room it did not exceed 15 °C. At impossibility to provide heat 
exchange with natural ventilation it is necessary to provide forced, at the same 
time control of its work with the help of alarm devices has to be provided. 
 
Let's consider natural ventilation of rooms and cable constructions of block 
compact transformer substation. The exchange of air is carried out through the 
louver grids located in ventilating apertures. On louver grids the metal gauzes with 
a cell of 10х10 mm preventing hit of a rain and snow are installed. 
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Table 16: Transformer substation basic data. 
Power of transformers, kVA 𝑺 = 630 
Stand-by losses in the transformer, kW 𝑃!"# = 1,1 
Losses of a short circuit in the transformer, kW 𝑃!" = 8,4 
Real coefficient loading of the transformer 𝛽 = 0,703 
Air temperature on an entrance to substation, °C 𝑡!"# = 25 
Air temperature on an exit to substation, °C 𝑡!" = 40 
Distance from the middle of output air vents, entrance to the 
middle, m 
ℎ = 1,38 
 
Total power of thermal losses in the transformer: 𝑃!"##$# = 𝑃!"# + 𝛽!𝑃!"                                                                     (25) 𝑃!"##$# = 1,1 + 0,703! ∙ 8.4 = 5.255 𝑘𝑊 
Amount of the allocated heat in kcal/hour: 𝑄 = 860 ∙ 𝑃!"##$#                                                                        (26) 𝑄 = 860 ∙ 4,637 = 4519.214 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙/ℎ 
Hour air consumption: 
𝐴 = 𝑄𝐶 ∙ 𝑡!" − 𝑡!"#                                                                    (27) 
Where C – heat capacity of air (Kcal/(kg∙°С) 
𝐴 = 4519.2140,24 ∙ (40 − 25) = 1255.3371 𝑚!/𝑠 
Air volume: 
𝐵 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑇𝑃 ∙ 3600                                                                           (28) 
Where T - the absolute temperature of an incoming air (Т = 273 + 𝑡!"#); 
R –gas constant (R=29,27); 𝑃 = 10333 𝑘𝑔/𝑚! –atmospheric pressure; 
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𝐵 = 29,27 ∙ 1107,728 ∙ 29810333 ∙ 3600 = 0,294 𝑚!/𝑠 
Air pressure: 
𝐻 = ℎ ∙  11 + 𝛼𝑡!"# − 11 + 𝛼𝑡!"                                                         (29) 
Where 𝛼 = !!"# – air expansion coefficient 
𝐻 = 1,380 ∙  11 + 25273 − 11 + 40273 = 0,0606 
Air speed: 
𝑉 = 2𝑔𝐻 ∙ 1 + 𝛼 ∙ 𝑡!"#𝐾                                                                     (30) 
Where 𝐾 –friction coefficient for grids at an entrance and an exit 
𝑉 = 2 ∙ 9,81 ∙ 0.0606 ∙ 1 + 252731,75 + 1,4 = 0,642 𝑚/𝑠 
Area of sections of air vents: 
Input 
𝐴1 = 𝐵𝑉                                                                         (31) 𝐴1 = 0,2600,642 ∙ 0,65 = 0,706 𝑚! 
Output 
𝐴2 = 1 + 𝛼 ∙ 𝑡!"1 + 𝛼 ∙ 𝑡!"# ∙ 𝐴1                                                            (32) 
𝐴2 = 1 + 402731 + 25273 ∙ 0.706 = 0,741 𝑚! 
 
The air flow is carried out through the louver grids located in the bottom of 
gate of transformer cameras. The extract of air is carried out through the louver 
grids located in upper part of gate of transformer cameras. 
Thus, calculation shows that the standard sizes of ventilating grille for 
transformer substations of type block compact two-transformer substation do not 
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demand adjustment. These sizes of ventilating grille provide removal of heat losses 
of two 630 kVA transformers at a full load. 
The ventilating grilles are presented in the annexes – Page № 4. 
 
 
 
3   Calculation of short-circuit currents 
There are four modes of electric units: normal, emergency, postemergency 
and repair. Emergency operation is short-term, and the others are the long modes.  
The electric equipment is chosen in parameters of the long modes, and are 
checked in the parameters of short-time modes defining from which the mode of a 
short circuit is.  
Short circuit is called everyone the accidental or deliberate, not provided by a 
standard mode of work, electrical connection of different points of electric units of a 
utility power system among themselves or with the ground. 
The reasons of a short circuit are: break, whipping of wires; mechanical 
damages of isolation (overstrain, isolation aging); insulation breakdown; a lightning 
stroke in a transmission line (air-lines, cable lines). 
Owing to a short circuit in chains there are currents, dangerous to network 
elements, leading to their damage. Therefore, for ensuring reliable work of a power 
network, electric equipment, devices of relaying calculation of short-circuit currents 
is made. 
Rated conditions for a short circuit are chosen the heaviest, but rather 
probable. 
The following types of a short circuit are: - single-phase; - two-phase; - three-phase; - two-phase on the ground; - two-phase with simultaneous short circuit, break. 
The type and point of a short circuit are defined by need of calculation The 
rated point of a short circuit is in close proximity to the considered element taking 
into account the most severe conditions in this mode of a short circuit. A rated type 
of a short circuit for the choice or check of parameters of electric equipment a 
three-phase short circuit is accepted.  
For calculations of short-circuit currents it is necessary to make a rated 
equivalent circuit in which all elements are replaced with resistance, and magnetic 
connections - electric (figure N).	
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In data short-circuit currents on distribution transformer substation № 1 and 
distribution transformer substation № 2 are specified:	- Short-circuit current on distribution transformer substation № 1: 𝐼!"_!"#! = 13.55 𝑘𝐴 - Short-circuit current on distribution transformer substation № 2: 𝐼!"_!"#! = 12,80 𝑘𝐴 
These currents used for that it was possible to determine resistance of 
system: Х! = 𝑈!"#3 𝐼!"                                                                             (33) - For distribution transformer substation № 1: 
Х!! = 103 ∙ 10.12 = 0,4261 𝑂ℎ𝑚 - For distribution transformer substation № 2: 
Х!! = 103 ∙ 9.75 = 0,4511 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
Power supply of a sports and improving complex is made from two 
independent substations therefore for finding of short-circuit currents at first it is 
supposed that the building is connected only to distribution transformer substation 
№ 1, then only to distribution transformer substation № 2. 
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Figure 8: Equivalent circuit. 
 
Resistance of elements of an equivalent circuit 
Resistance of a cable line is 10 kV (3 single-conductor cables a triangle) to 
transformer substation: 𝑅! = 𝑟!𝑙                                                                                (34) 
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𝑋с = 𝑥!𝑙                                                                                (35) 
Where l – length of a cable line in kilometers. 
 
From distribution transformer substation № 1: l=0.8 km, 𝑅! = 0.253 ∙ 0.8 = 0.2024 
mOhm: 𝑋! = 0.113 ∙ 0.8 = 0.0904 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
From distribution transformer substation № 2: l=0.2 km, 𝑅! = 0.253 ∙ 0.2 = 0.0506 
mOhm: 𝑋! = 0.113 ∙ 0.2 = 0.0226 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
Resistance of a cable line is 0,4 kV (1 four-core cable) from transformer 
substation to border of a site of the applicant: 
 𝑅! = 0.169 ∙ 0.16 = 0.0270 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 𝑋! = 0.078 ∙ 0.16 = 0.0125 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
Resistance of the automatic circuit breaker (basic data): 
 𝑅! = 0.13 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 𝑋! = 0.07 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
Transformer resistance: 𝑅!" = 𝑃!" ∙ 𝑈!!𝑆!"! ∙ 10!                                                                     (36) 𝑅!" = 8,4 ∙ 0,4!630! ∙ 10! = 3,386 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 𝑋!" = 𝑢!"! − 100 ∙ 𝑃!"𝑆! ! ∙ 𝑈!!!𝑆! ∙ 10!                                                   (37) 
 𝑋!" = 5.5! − 100 ∙ 8.4!630 ! ∙ 0.4!630 ∙ 10! = 13,552 𝑚𝑂ℎ𝑚 
 
 
Total resistance of all elements (to a point of a short circuit): 
 𝑍!"# = 𝑅 ! + 𝑋 !                                                            (38) 
 
Initial value of a periodic component of a short-circuit current: 
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𝐼! = 𝑈!"#3 ∙ 𝑍!"#                                                                          (39) 
 
Shock short-circuit current: 𝑖!!!"# = 2 ∙ 𝐾!!!"# ∙ 𝐼!                                                                 (40) 
 
where 𝐾!!!"# – shock coefficient. 
 𝐾!!!"# = 1 + 𝑒!!.!"!!                                                                      (41) 
 
where 𝑇! – time damping constant in a chain of a short circuit  
 𝑇! = 𝑋𝜔 𝑅                                                                             (42) 
 
Shock short-circuit current (active value): 
 𝐼!!!"#_! = 𝑞 ∙ 𝐼!                                                                         (43) 
where 𝑞 – coefficient of active value of a shock current 
 𝑞 = 1 + 2 ∙ 𝐾!!!"# − 1 !                                                               (44) 
 
All received values on short-circuit currents for each point (p1, p2, p3) at 
connection from distribution transformer substation № 1 and from distribution 
transformer substation № 2 are entered in the following table. 
 
Table 17: Values on short-circuit currents. 
Point of a short circuit p1 p2 p3 
№ of distribution transformer 
substation 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
𝒁𝒔𝒖𝒎, Ohm 0,555 0,476 14,519 14,440 14,638 14,558 𝑰𝒏, kA 10,408 12,120 15,907 15,993 15,777 15,863 𝒊𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌, kA 19,016 29,395 32,589 33,091 32,026 32,511 𝑲𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌 1,292 1,715 1,449 1,463 1,435 1,449 𝑰𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒄𝒌_𝒂, kA 11,260 17,235 18,839 19,117 18,527 18,793 𝒒 1,082 1,422 1,184 1,195 1,174 1,185 
 
From the table we can see that the greatest values of short-circuit currents 
are received at power supply from distribution transformer substation № 2 
therefore these values of currents will be used in further calculation. 
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2 Calculation of cable lines 
As electrical distribution networks cable lines of 0,4 kV and 10 kV are used. 
The configuration of cable lines is developed according to the plan of the settlement 
and public utility district on the principles of the shortest network and uniformity of 
loading on lines. 
Conductors of any assignment have to meet requirements for marginal 
heating taking into account not only normal, but also postemergency operation, 
and also the modes during repair and possible irregularities of distribution of 
currents between lines. During checking on heating the half-hour maximum of 
current is accepted. 
From received by the specified criteria of sections choose bigger for this 
option of an electric utility power grid, and make the final choice of parameters of a 
transmission line on the basis of technical and economic comparison of alternative 
designs of power supply of object. 
For each cable line the greatest allowable current capacities have to be 
established. Loadings are determined by a section of the route with the worst-case 
thermal conditions if site length is not less than 10 m. These sites can be: - A site with higher ambient temperature, than the accepted 
temperature for all route; - A section of the route with number of cables more than one; - A site of openly laid cable (on air); - A cable laying site in the block. 
Actually allowable current capacity of cables in normal and postemergency 
duties is determined by calculation: 
 𝐼!"#$ = 𝐼!"#$%𝑘!𝑘!𝑘!"                                                                   (45) 
 
where 𝐼!"#$% - the allowable current capacity determined by the table for the 
chosen way of cable laying depending on cable type; 𝑘! –the coefficient considering 
the actual temperature of a circumambient; 𝑘! –the coefficient considering quantity 
of the cables laid by a row; 𝑘!" - the overload coefficient depending on duration of 
an overload and a way of cable laying, and also on coefficient of an initial load. 
 
Table 18: Values of correction (𝒌𝒗) depending on temperature of the ground and 
air. 
Conditional 
temperature of 
the 
environment, °C 
Rated 
temperature 
of section of 
a cable, °C 
Correction indexes on currents at a 
calculated temperature of the 
environment, °C 
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Table 19: Values of correction indexes (𝒌𝒏) on number of working cables lying 
nearby. 
Way of cable laying Clear spacing, cm 
Correction index at quantity of 
cables 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Trench 10 1 0,90 0,85 0,80 0,78 0,75 
 
 
For cables with isolation from the sewed polyethylene for elimination of 
postemergency operation about 17% of a nominal overload of current at cable 
laying in the ground are allowed. At cable laying in air about 20% of an overload of 
current are allowed. The general duration of overloads of cables in postemergency 
operation is allowed within no more than 1000 hours for endurance of cables. 
Allowable current capacities of a cable with isolation from the sewed 
polyethylene depending on conditions of laying are 15-30% more, then at a cable 
with the paper impregnated isolation. The greatest loading is allowed by the cables 
with isolation from the sewed polyethylene laid in air as the admissible heating 
temperature of section of a cable in this case is 90 °C whereas at cable laying in 
the ground - 65 °C. 
The emergency cables which are not loaded with current when determining 
number of the cables laid in one trench are not taken into consideration. The cables 
laid on walls of buildings in cable channels and tunnels, are considered laid on air, 
and allowance for number of cables is not entered. 
In the cities and in the territory of the enterprises in the constrained 
conditions apply laying of cables in blocks. Refrigerating conditions of cables at 
their laying in blocks considerably worsen both because of the additional thermal 
resistance of the block, and because of a large number of the cables laid in the 
block. 
When crossing the rivers and reservoirs cables are laid in water. 
Refrigerating conditions of the cables laid in water are more favorable in 
comparison with the cables laid in the ground. Water is the best heat conductor, 
and besides, heat extraction in water happens in addition by means of convection - 
movement of heated layers’ water. For the cables laid in water allowance for the 
quantity of cables is not entered. 
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4.1 Norms of laying of cable lines in the ground 
Protection of cables 
According to the electric installation code, at field cable installation directly in 
the ground cables have to be laid in trenches and have from below adding, and 
from above a charge a layer of the small ground, free of stones, construction debris 
and slag 
Cables throughout have to be protected from mechanical damages by a 
covering at a voltage of 35 kV and are higher reinforced concrete plates not less 
than 50 mm thick; at a voltage below 35 kV - plates or a clay ordinary brick in one 
layer across the route of cables. 
Cables to 1 kV have such protection only on sites where mechanical damages 
are probable (for example, in places of frequent excavation). Asphalt coatings of 
streets, etc. are considered as places where excavation is made in rare instances. 
For cable lines to 20 kV, no more than two are allowed in trenches with quantity of 
cable lines to apply alarm plastic tapes instead of a brick. Application of alarm tapes 
in places of crossings of cable lines with engineering communications and over 
cable sleeves at distance on 2 m in each side from the crossed communication or 
the coupling, and also on approaches of lines to distributing devices and 
substations in a radius of 5 m is not allowed. 
 
Depth of underlay of cables 
Depth of underlay of cable lines has to be not less: 0,7 m - for lines to 20 
kV; 1 m - when crossing streets and squares irrespective of voltage. Reduction of 
depth to 0,5 m on sites up to 5 m long at input of lines to buildings is allowed, and 
also in places of their crossing with underground structures on condition of 
protection of cables against mechanical damages (for example, laying in pipes). 
Clear spacing from the cable laid directly in the ground to the bases of 
buildings and constructions has to be not less than 0,6 m. Laying of cables directly 
in the ground under the bases of buildings and constructions is not allowed. 
 
Parallel field cable installation. Crossing with other cable lines 
At parallel field cable installation, the distance across in light between cables 
has to be not less: - 100 mm between power cables to 10 kV, and also between them and 
control cables; - 250 mm between cables of 20-35 kV and between them and other 
cables; - 500 mm between the cables operated by the different organizations and 
also between power cables and communication wires; 
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Reduction of the distances specified in items 2 and 3 to 100 mm, and 
between power cables to 10 kV and communication wires is allowed in need cases 
under approval between the operating organizations taking into account local 
conditions, except cables with the chains condensed with carrier systems of 
telecommunication to 250 mm on condition of protection of cables against the 
damages able to arise at a short circuit in one of cables (laying in pipes, installation 
of fireproof partitions, etc.). 
When crossing by cable lines of other cables they have to be separated by an 
earth not less than 0,5 m thick layer; this distance in the constrained conditions for 
cables to 35 kV can be reduced to 0,15 m on condition of division of cables on all 
site of crossing plus on 1 m in each side by plates or pipes from concrete or other 
full-strength material; at the same time communication wires have to be located 
above power cables. 
 
Field cable installation in a zone of plantings 
At field cable installation in a zone of plantings the distance from cables to 
trunks of trees has to be, as a rule, not less than 2 m. It is allowed in coordination 
with the organization under which authority green plantings, reduction of this 
distance on condition of laying of cables in the pipes laid by subdigging are. 
When laying cables within a green zone with shrubby landings about 0,75 m 
are allowed to reduce the specified distances. 
 
Field cable installation parallel to pipelines. Crossing of pipelines 
At parallel laying the distance across in light from cable lines up to 35 kV to 
pipelines, a water supply system, the sewerage and a drainage has to be not less 
than 1 m; to gas pipelines of a low, average and high pressure (to 0,588 MPa) - not 
less than 1 m; to gas pipelines of a high pressure (more than 0,588 to 1,176 MPa) 
- not less than 2 m.  
In the constrained conditions reduction of the specified distances for cable 
lines to 35 kV, except for distances to pipelines with combustible liquids and gases, 
to 0,5 m without special protection of cables and to 0,25 m is allowed when laying 
cables in pipes. 
When crossing by cable lines of pipelines, including oil and gas pipelines, the 
distance between cables and the pipeline has to be not less than 0,5 m. Reduction 
of this distance to 0,25 m on condition of cable laying on a crossing site plus not 
less than on 2 m in each side in pipes is allowed. 
 
Field cable installation parallel to a heat conductor. Crossing of a 
heat conductor 
When laying a cable line in parallel with a heat conductor clear spacing 
between a cable and a wall of the canal of a heat conductor has to be not less than 
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2 m or the heat conductor on all site of rapprochement with a cable line has to 
have such heat insulation that additional heating of the earth a heat conductor in 
the place of passing of cables did not exceed 10 °C for cable lines to 10 kV inclusive 
at all seasons of the year. 
When crossing by cable lines to 35 kV of heat conductors the distance 
between cables and blocking of a heat conductor in light has to be not less than 0,5 
m, and in the constrained conditions - not less than 0,25 m. At the same time the 
heat conductor on a crossing site plus on 2 m in each side from extreme cables has 
to have such heat insulation that temperature of the earth did not increase more 
than by 10 °C in relation to the highest summer temperature and by 15 °C in 
relation to the lowest winter.  
In cases when the specified conditions cannot be met, performance of one of 
the following actions is allowed: burying of cables to 0,5 m instead of 0,7 m; 
application of a cable insert of bigger section; laying of cables under a heat 
conductor in pipes at distance from it not less than 0,5 m, at the same time pipes 
have to be laid so that replacement of cables could be executed without production 
of excavation work (for example, input of the ends of pipes in cameras). 
 
Crossing of entrances for motor transport 
When crossing by cable lines of entrances to the yards, garages etc. laying of 
cables has to be made for motor transport in pipes. By the same way cables in 
places of crossing of streams and ditches have to be protected. 
 
 
4.2 Method of calculation 
Design and construction of cable lines have to be made taking into account 
development of a network, responsibility and assignment of lines, character of the 
route, a way of laying, designs of cables. 
For providing reference conditions of work of cable lines and the correct 
operation of the protecting devices the chosen section has to be checked on a 
sustained allowable load on heating in the normal and postemergency modes, and 
also on thermal endurance to short-circuit currents. 
Check on an allowable current capacity in the normal and postemergency 
modes is carried out on a condition: 
 𝐼!"#! ≤ 𝐼!"#$ 𝐼!"#! = 𝑆!"#!3 ∙ 𝑈!                                                                          (46) 
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where 𝐼!"#! - rated current for check of cables on heating; 𝐼!"!#$!%&' –current 
in emergency operation; 𝐼!"#$ - the actual allowable current capacity determined by 
the table. 
 
An inspection of sections on thermal endurance is carried out after 
calculations of short-circuit currents. Minimum cable section, thermally resistant to 
short-circuit currents: 𝑆!"# = 𝐼!"!  𝑡!"𝐶                                                                         (47) 𝑡!" = 𝑡!" + 𝑡!""   for distribution device 𝑡!" = 0,57                                      (48) 
where 𝐼!"(!) –current of a three-phase short circuit; 𝑡!" – the given estimated time of 
a short circuit; 𝐶 – thermal coefficient for cables (𝐶 = 62 for an aluminum cable with 
isolation from polyethylene). 
After determination of minimum admissible section according to technical 
specifications it is compared to economically reasonable section. 
Economically reasonable section is determined by a rated current of the line 
of a standard duty 𝐼!"#!_!.  and on economic current density 𝑗!" . In the electric 
installation code, a setpoint value of economic current density depending on 
material, designs of the conductor and duration of use of a peak load.  𝑆!" = 𝐼!"#!!𝑗!"                                                                             (49) 
 
 
 
Thus, determination of standard section of cable wiring proceeds from the 
following conditions: 
 
1. At the choice on mechanical firmness - the smallest (initial in the table 
of sections of wiring) section has to be mechanically resistant. 
2. At the choice of section determine the next bigger value by heating, in 
all cases it is not necessary to aim to increase section without the 
bases, sufficient on that. 
3. At the choice of section determine the next smaller value by thermal 
endurance (on the basis of the increased percent of a mistake put in the 
method of calculation). 
4. On losses of voltage the next bigger value is chosen. 
 
The found rated value is rounded to the next standard. 
As cable lines are usually protected when laying in a trench, there is no need 
to check section on mechanical density. 
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4.3 Choice of section cables 10 kV 
Transformer substation of 10/0,4 kV receives a power supply from 
distribution transformer substation № 1 through a cable line of 10 kV with an 
extent of 800 meters and from distribution transformer substation № 2 through a 
cable line of 10 kV with an extent of 200 meters. 
Conductors of any assignment have to meet requirements for admissible 
heating, taking into account not only normal, but also postemergency operation, 
and also the modes during repair and possible irregularities of distribution between 
lines, sections of buses and so forth. 
 
4.3.1 Cable line of distribution transformer substation 1  
On heating by a rated current: 𝐼!"#! = 8003 ∙ 10 = 46,188 𝐴 
 
We choose section 120 𝑚𝑚!. 
 
Permissible long current for both lines 10 kV with a section of 120 𝑚𝑚! 
(considering additional coefficients for this line from the tables 18 and 19) is: 
 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆, А 𝒌𝒗 𝒌𝒏 𝒌𝒐𝒍 
290 1,00 0,75 1,17 
 𝐼!"#$ = 290 ∙ 1 ∙ 0,75 ∙ 1,17 = 254,475  𝐴 
 
The condition 𝐼!"#$ > 𝐼!"#! is carried out.  
 
We check a cable for thermal action of short-circuit currents. Cable section 
for a three-phase short circuit is checked for thermal stability on a formula: 
 𝑆!"# = 12800 ∙ 0,3365 = 113,124 𝑚𝑚! < 120 𝑚𝑚! 
 
On economic density (economic current density for a cable with aluminum 
wiring and plastic isolation at number of business hours in a year 3000-5000 is  𝑗!" = 1,7 !!!! ): 𝑆!" = 46,1881,7 = 27,169 𝑚𝑚! < 120 𝑚𝑚! 
We check section on losses. Electrical wiring resistance: 
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𝑅 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐿𝑆                                                                               (50) 
where 𝜌 – unit resistance (𝜌 = 0,03 !!!∙!!!! ) 𝑅 = 0.03 ∙ 200120 = 0.05 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
Losses of voltage: ∆𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼!"#!                                                                            (51) ∆𝑈 = 0.05 ∙ 46,188 = 2,309 𝑉 
Losses of voltage at the applicant should not exceed 5%, respectively: ∆𝑈𝑈!" ∙ 100% = 2,30910000 ∙ 100% = 0.0231% < 5% 
 
Thus, the chosen section 120 𝑚𝑚! answers required parameters. 
 
4.3.2. Cable line of distribution transformer substation 2 
On heating by a rated current: 𝐼!"#! = 8003 ∙ 10 = 46,188 𝐴 
 
We choose section 𝑚𝑚!. 
 
Permissible long current for both lines 10 kV with a section of 120 𝑚𝑚! 
(considering additional coefficients for this line from the tables 18 and 19) is: 
 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆, А 𝒌𝒗 𝒌𝒏 𝒌𝒐𝒍 
290 1,00 0,75 1,17 
 𝐼!"#$ = 290 ∙ 1 ∙ 0,75 ∙ 1,17 = 254,475  𝐴 
 
The condition 𝐼!"#$ > 𝐼!"#! is satisfied. 
 
We check a cable for thermal action of short-circuit currents. Cable section 
for a three-phase short circuit is checked for thermal stability on a formula: 
 𝑆!"# = 12800 ∙ 0,3365 = 113,124 𝑚𝑚! < 120 𝑚𝑚! 
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On economic density (economic current density for a cable with aluminium 
wiring and plastic isolation at number of business hours in a year 3000-5000 is 𝑗!" = 1,7 !!!! ): 𝑆!" = 46,1881,7 = 27,169 𝑚𝑚! < 120 𝑚𝑚! 
We check section on losses. Electrical wiring resistance: 
𝑅 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐿𝑆                                                                               (50) 
where 𝜌 – unit resistance (𝜌 = 0,03 !!!∙!!!! ) 𝑅 = 0.03 ∙ 800120 = 0.2 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
Losses of voltage: ∆𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼!"#!                                                                            (51) ∆𝑈 = 0.2 ∙ 46,188 = 9,238 𝑉 
Losses of voltage at the applicant should not exceed 5%, respectively ∆𝑈𝑈!" ∙ 100% = 9,23810000 ∙ 100% = 0.0924% < 5% 
 
Thus, the chosen section 120 𝑚𝑚! answers required parameters. 
 
4.3.3 The chosen cable 
The three-conductor cable АПвПу2г-10 3(1х120) of 10 kV with aluminium 
wiring with isolation from the sewed polyethylene.  
 
 
Figure 9: Cable АПвПу2г-10. 
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1. The round multi-wire condensed conducting wiring from aluminium; 
2. The protection on a wiring from the semiconducting sewed 
polyethylene; 
3. Isolation from the sewed polyethylene; 
4. The protection on isolation from the semiconductor sewed 
polyethylene; 
5. Spacer layer from the electroconductive water blocking tape; 
6. The protection from the copper pro-reducing dies fastened with a 
copper tape; 
7. Spacer layer from the electroconductive water blocking tape; 
8. A layer from an aluminium tape; 
9. A cover from polyethylene of the increased thickness. 
 
Table 20: Technical data of a cable АПвПу2г-10. 
Nominal line alternating voltage frequency 50 Hz (kV) 10 
Working temperature of wiring (°С) 90 
Admissible heating of wiring during the work in emergency operation 
(°C) 
130 
Temperature of conducting wiring at a short circuit, not higher (°C) 250 
Mounting at a temperature, not lower (°C) -20 
Ambient temperature (°C) -60/+50  
Bend radius of cables (outside diameters) during mounting, not less  15 
Endurance of cables (years) 30 
 
 
4.3.4 Way of laying  
Cable lines of 10 kV from each distribution transformer substation are laid in 
one trench. Total quantity of cables in one trench - 6 pieces: 2 cable lines (the 
second category of reliability) on 3 cables (one on each phase) a triangle. 
The route passes both on asphalt concrete, and in a lawn. For protection of a 
cable against mechanical damages in places of crossing of a cable with other 
communications and when passing under the carriageway pipes with a diameter of 
160 mm are used. The cable line in the places which are not protected from 
mechanical damages by pipes becomes covered by a tile the sizes 360х480х16 and 
an alarm tape. 
In the following figures the section of trenches depending on the place of 
laying and availability of other communications is shown. 
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Figure 10: Trench section for the cable line of 10 kV 
with pipes in asphalt concrete. 
 
 
Figure 11: Trench section for the cable line of 10 kV 
without pipes in asphalt concrete. 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 400 mm 
3. Soil 260 mm 
4. Sand 350 mm 
5. Concrete 180 mm 
6. Coarse-grained asphalt 
130 mm 
7. Fine-grained asphalt 
50 mm 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 200 mm 
3. Soil 150 mm 
4. Sand 350 mm 
5. Concrete 180 mm 
6. Coarse-grained asphalt 
130 mm 
7. Fine-grained asphalt 50 
mm 
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Figure 12: Trench section for the cable line of 
10 kV with pipes in lawn. 
 
 
Figure 13: Trench section for the cable line of 
10 kV without pipes in lawn. 
 
 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 400 mm 
3. Soil 470 mm 
4. Vegetable soil 200 
mm 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 200 mm 
3. Soil 360 mm 
4. Vegetable soil 200 
mm 
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4.4 Choice the section of wiring cables 0,4 kV 
The applicant receives energy from new transformer substation 10/0,4 
through a cable line of 0,4 kV 158 meters long. Criteria of calculation of section for 
cable lines less than 1 kV are similar. 
As the applicant has two points of accession (the input distribution device-1 
and the input distribution device-2), calculation is made separately for each of 
these points. 
 
 
4.4.1 Cable lines of new transformer substation - the input 
distribution device-1, new transformer substation - the 
input distribution device-2 
As points of joining of the applicant (the input distribution device-1, the input 
distribution device-2) have the identical power (225 kW) and are in close proximity 
from each other, it is enough to make calculation only for one of these lines. 
 
On heating by a rated current: 𝐼!"#! = 2253 ∙ 0,4 = 325,144 𝐴 
 
We choose a section of cable 240 mm!. Laying of four cable lines in one 
trench (the input distribution device-1, the input distribution device-2) will be 
carried out respectively. 
We check section on permissible long current: 
Permissible long current for cable lines 0,4 kV with a section of 240 mm! 
(considering additional coefficients for this line from the tables 18 and 19) is : 
 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆, А 𝒌𝒗 𝒌𝒏 𝒌𝒐𝒍 
354,2 1,00 0,80 1,17 
 𝐼!"#$ = 354,2 ∙ 1 ∙ 0,80 ∙ 1,17 = 331,531 𝐴 
 
The condition 𝐼!"#$ > 𝐼!"#!  is not satisfied, respectively it is necessary to 
consider laying of bigger quantity of cable lines. 
We consider laying of four cable lines to each input distribution device with a 
section of 120 𝑚𝑚!.  
𝐼!"#!_!"#$ = 𝐼!"#!2                                                                        (52) 𝐼!"#!_!"#$ = 170,926 𝐴 
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We choose section of 70 𝑚𝑚!. 
 
Permissible long current for cable lines 0,4 kV with a section of 70 мм! 
(considering additional coefficients for this line from the tables 18 and 19) is: 
 𝑰𝒕𝒂𝒃𝒍𝒆, А 𝒌𝒗 𝒌𝒏 𝒌𝒐𝒍 
271,4 1,00 0,80 1,17 
 𝐼!"#$ = 271,4 ∙ 1 ∙ 0,80 ∙ 1,17 = 180,835 𝐴 
 
The condition  𝐼!"#$ > 𝐼!"#! is satisfied. 
We check the chosen cable section on economic density (the economic 
current density for a cable with aluminium wiring and plastic isolation at number of 
business hours in a year 3000-5000 is 𝑗!" = 1,7 !!!! ): 𝑆эк = 341,852 1,7 ∙ 2 = 100,545 𝑚𝑚! 
As on economic density the minimum admissible section – 100,454 𝑚𝑚!. 
That needs to be chosen the next bigger normative section – 120 𝑚𝑚!. 
We check a cable for thermal action of short-circuit currents. Cable section 
for a three-phase short circuit is checked for thermal stability on a formula: 
𝑆!"# = 159932 ∙ 0,3365 = 70,671 𝑚𝑚! < 120 𝑚𝑚! 
 
We check section on losses of voltage: 
Electrical wiring resistance: 
𝑅 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝐿𝑆                                                                               50  
where 𝜌 –unit resistance (𝜌 = 0,03 !!!∙!!!! ) 𝑅 = 0.03 ∙ 160120 = 0.04 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
Losses of voltage: ∆𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼!"#!                                                                            (51) ∆𝑈 = 0.04 ∙ 341,852 = 13,674 𝑉 
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As inconsequential losses of voltage on devices of the consumer have to be 
no more than 5%, on the input device of the applicant they have to make no more 
than 3,5%. Losses of voltage on the input device of the applicant: ∆𝑈𝑈!" ∙ 100% = 13,674380 ∙ 100% = 3,598% > 3,5% 
Respectively, section 120 мм! does not satisfy by this criteria. It is necessary 
to use bigger section– 150 𝑚𝑚!.  𝑅 = 0.03 ∙ 160150 = 0.032 𝑂ℎ𝑚 
Losses of voltage: ∆𝑈 = 𝑅 ∙ 𝐼!"#!                                                                            (51) ∆𝑈 = 0.032 ∙ 341,852 = 10,939 𝑉 
Losses of voltage at the applicant should not exceed 3,5%, respectively: ∆𝑈𝑈!" ∙ 100% = 10,939380 ∙ 100% = 2,879% < 3,5% 
So, the chosen section 150 𝑚𝑚! answers required parameters. 
 
4.4.2  The chosen cable 
Four-core cable АПвБбШп(г)-1 with a voltage of 1 kV with aluminium wiring 
and isolation from the sewed polyethylene. 
 
Figure 14: Cable АПвБбШп(г)-1. 
 
1. An aluminium conductor - the number of conductors: 3+1; 
2. Isolation from the sewed polyethylene (colour marking of wiring); 
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3. The core from the water blocking thread; 
4. A winding the water blocking tape; 
5. Zone isolation from polyethylene; 
6. Armor from two steel galvanized tapes; 
7. A protective hose from polyethylene. 
 
Table 21: Technical data of a cable АПвБбШп(г)-1. 
Nominal line alternating voltage with a frequency of 50 Hz (kV) 1,0 
Maximum alternating voltage with a frequency of 50 Hz (kV) 1,2 
Insulation resistance at a temperature of +90 °C, not less (MOhm⋅km) 50 
Maximum operating temperature of wiring (°C) 90 
Air humidity at 35 °C (%) 98 
Temperature of conducting wiring at a short circuit, no more (°C) 250 
Mounting at a temperature, not lower (°C) -20 
Ambient temperature (°C) -60/+50  
 Bend radius of cables (outside diameters) when mounting, not less  7,5 
 
 
4.4.3 Way of laying 
 
Total quantity of cable lines of 0,4 kV from new transformer substation to the 
distribution device of the applicant - 8 pieces: on 4 cable lines to each input 
distribution device (the 2nd category of reliability). According to the electric 
installation code, a maximum number of the cables laid in one trench - 6 pieces. 
Respectively, construction of two trenches on 4 cable lines in everyone is 
necessary. 
For protection of a cable against mechanical damages in places of crossing of 
a cable with other communications and when passing under the carriageway pipes 
with a diameter of 160 mm are used. Cable lines in the places which are not 
protected from mechanical damages by pipes become covered by an alarm tape. 
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Figure 15: Trench section for the cable line of 
0,4 kV with pipes in asphalt concrete. 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Trench section for the cable line of 
0,4 kV without pipes in asphalt concrete. 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 400 mm 
3. Soil 260 mm 
4. Sand 350 mm 
5. Concrete 180 mm 
6. Coarse-grained asphalt 130 mm 
7. Fine-grained asphalt 50 mm 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 200 mm 
3. Soil 150 mm 
4. Sand 350 mm 
5. Concrete 180 mm 
6. Coarse-grained asphalt 130 mm 
7. Fine-grained asphalt 50 mm 
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Figure 17: Trench section for the cable line 
of 0,4 kV with pipes in lawn. 
 
 
Figure 18: Trench section for the cable 
line of 0,4 kV without pipes in lawn. 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 400 mm 
3. Soil 470 mm 
4. Vegetable soil 200 mm 
 
1. Sand 100 mm 
2. Sand 200 mm 
3.Soil 360 mm 
4. Vegetable soil 200 mm 
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5 Equipment complete set 
 
Equipment complete set consist of equipment of two-transformers block integral 
substation is presented in the annexes – Page № 5. Three-conductor cables 10 kv 
and four-core cables 0,4 kv are presented in the following table. Cable placing in 
the transformer substation is shown in the annexes – page № 6. 
Table 22: Equipment set (cables). 
№ Model Name Unit of 
measure 
Quantity 
1 АПвПу2г-10 Three-conductor cables 10 kv m 1000 
2 АПвБбШп(г)-1 Four-core cables 0,4 kv m 1280 
 
6 Gantt diagram 
 
On the following figure Gantt diagram is presented. The initial considered 
date is 03.09.2016. Building and construction works will be done by the end of 
December under condition of availability of two crews working in parallel: one crew 
is engaged in laying of the cable line, another – construction of the transformer 
substation. Total duration of building and construction work is around 4 months. 
 
 
Figure 19: Gantt diagram. 
 
7 Budget 
 
The cost of the equipment and materials is determined by price lists. Cost 
construction and balancing and commissioning is in addition considered. Cost is 
specified in rubles. (The course for December 1, 2016 is €1 = 68,21 Rubles). 
The VAT of the prices is 18% that is added to the final price. The validity of 
this project will be 3 months from the day of presentation (January 2017). 
Estimated cost is determined in a tabular form (Table 6.1).
 Table 23: Estimated cost of the project. 
№ Types of the equipment, elements 
of a network and work 
Unit of 
measure 
Quantity Cost of 
Equipment Installation 
and 
construction 
works and 
materials 
Other 
expenses 
Total cost 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 The building of power networks - a 
construction for placement of the equipment 
of transformer substation of 10/0,4 kV. 
Construction of block compact two-
transformer substation of-10/0,4 kV 
pieces 1 3216280,50 288733,98 66801,46 3571815,94 
2 Equipment of new transformer substation of 
10/0,4 kV. Installation of equipment: The 
complete distributing gas-insulated device 
type Siemens 8DJH - 2 sets on 4 cells, bus 
of low voltage ЩНН-ХВ-8-1250(1000)- 2 
pieces, the Guard a box of own needs - 2 
pieces, an automatic input of a reserve of 
block compact two-transformer substation - 
20 kV - 1 set., commissioning of the 
equipment 
pieces 1 10626161,94 35061,29 0,00 10661223,23 
3 The transformer of power new transformer 
substation of 10/0,4 kV - the transformer of 
oil hermetic 630 kVA. Mounting of the power 
transformer of new transformer substation - 
the transformer of oil hermetic-630 kVA 
pieces 2 46865,72 734623,84 0,00 781519,56 
4 Construction of power industry of a cable 
line of 10 kV. Laying of 2 cable lines of 10 kV 
from new transformer substation of 10/0,4 
m 800х2 0,00 19286299,52 218008,58 19504308,10 
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kV to distribution transformer substation № 
1 a single-phase cable with isolation from 
the sewed polyethylene 
5 Construction of power industry of a cable 
line of 10 kV. Laying of 2 cable lines of 10 kV 
from new transformer substation of 10/0,4 
kV to distribution transformer substation № 
2 a single-phase cable with isolation from 
the sewed polyethylene 
m 200х2 0,00 7662471,72 218008,58 7880480,30 
6 Construction of power industry of a cable 
line of 0,4 kV. Laying of 4 cable lines of 0,4 
kV from new transformer substation of 
10/0,4 kV to the input distribution device-1 
of the applicant a four-core cable with 
isolation from the sewed polyethylene 
m 160х4 0,00 1038077,40 258123,08 1296200,48 
7 Construction of power industry of a cable 
line of 0,4 kV. Laying of 4 cable lines of 0,4 
kV from new transformer substation of 
10/0,4 kV to the input distribution device-2 
of the applicant a four-core cable with 
isolation from the sewed polyethylene 
m 160х4 0,00 1038077,40 258123,08 1296200,48 
8 Total works and expenses included in the 
cost of works (construction, setup) for power 
supply of a sports and improving complex 
(the input distribution device-1, the input 
distribution device-2) 
  13889308,16 30083345,15 1019064,78 44991718,09 
VAT sum 
(18%) 
8098509,26 
Sum including 
VAT 
53090227,35 
 So the total budget including VAT is:                     53 090 227,35 Rubles 
 
Total budget (in letter):                                       
Fifty-three million and ninety thousand two hundred and twenty-seven rubles and 
thirty-five cents 
 
Barcelona, January 2017 
Industrial engineer 
 
Oksana Tiuleneva
 8 Contracting conditions 
 
As new transformer substation is under construction, it is necessary to 
observance of the main regulations on safety of works. 
 
8.1 Safety measures: Service of transformers 
 
At service of transformers safe conditions of overseeing with an oil level, and 
also conditions for oil sampling have to be provided. Survey of highly located parts 
(3 m and more) the working transformers is carried out from stationary ladders 
taking into account safety requirements. At transformers with softal filling the 
service personnel control on the compound pressure, gage pressure in a tank and 
in case of build-up of pressure to 50 kPa (0,5 кгс/см!) take measures to decrease in 
loading. The oil level in a dilator of the idle transformer has to be not below the 
control lines corresponding to oil levels in the transformer at the ambient 
temperature of -45 °C, -15 °C, +40 °C. 
The personnel servicing the transformers supplied with the voltage regulation 
device under loading are obliged to maintain compliance between mains voltage 
and voltage established on adjusting branch. 
It is allowed to put the timing device into operation at a temperature of a top 
coat of oil of -20 °C and above, and in the presence of the contactor (a distribution 
point of voltage) located out of a tank - at the ambient temperature of -45 °C and 
above. Transformers with ambient oil and blow cooling are allowed to be put into 
capacity operation with the stiffened oil at a temperature not below -40 °C. If 
temperature is below -40 °C, then it is necessary to turn on the transformer on 
loading no more than 50% nominal at a temperature up to -40 °C then to increase 
loading. 
Inspection of transformers without shutdown is performed: 
 - -In electric units with the permanent staff on duty - 1 time a day; - -In electric units without permanent staff on duty - at least 1 time a 
month; - -On transformer points - at least 1 time in 6 months; 
The transformer has to be brought out of work at detection:	- -Strong uneven noise and crackling in the transformer;	- -The abnormal and continuous increasing heating of the transformer at 
normal loading and cooling;	- -Oil splash from a dilator or a rupture of diaphragms of an exhaust 
pipe;	
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- -Leaks oil with lowering of its level are lower than the level of the oil 
sensor. 
The transformer is brought out of work in need of replacement of oil by 
results of the laboratory analysis. The 150 kVA transformers also more equip with 
systems of continuous oil recovery in thermosyphon and adsorptive filters. In a 
transformer dilator oil has to be protected from direct contact with a 
circumambient. Quality of transformer oil is periodically controlled. The 
maintenance of mechanical impurities by visual definition has to be equal to zero. 
In emergency operation allow a short-term overload of transformers over 
nominal current at all integral cooling systems irrespective of duration and value of 
the previous loading and temperature of cooling medium in the following limits: 
 
Table 24: Transformer overloads. 
Oil transformers 
Overcurrent condition, % 30 45 60 75 100 
Duration of an overload, minutes 120 80 45 20 10 
 
The overload of oil transformers over nominal current to 40% is allowed 
lasting no more than 6 hours a day within 5 days provided that the coefficient of 
initial loading does not exceed 0,93 (at the same time all cooling devices of the 
transformer have to be completely used). At a superadmissible overload of 
transformers the personnel on duty are obliged to take measures to its unloading, 
working according to the local instruction. 
Doors of transformer points and cameras have to be constantly closed on the 
lock. 
 
 
8.2 Safety measures: Service of complex distributing 
devices 
 
In complex distributing devices with the equipment on the rolled-out carts 
without lowering of voltage from buses and their grounding forbid to get into the 
compartments which are not separated by continuous metal partitions from buses 
or the equipment which is directly connected to them. For work on the departing 
cables, electric motors and other equipment which is directly connected to these 
cables, carts with switches completely roll out, doors of cabinets or automatic blinds 
lock and on them hang out the poster "Not to include. People work". Cables in 
compartments of the complex distributing device is grounded. If grounding is 
imposed at the place of works, the complex distributing device is optional to impose 
it in compartments. 
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During the works on the equipment of the complex distributing device 
located on carts they are completely rolled out and on the equipment place the 
poster "Work Here". 
During the works with devices, relay, in secondary chains without rolling-out 
of carts with the equipment on the locked compartment doors with the equipment 
the poster " Do not turn on. People work", and on site works - "Work Here". 
The cart with the switch can be installed in test position: - For approbation of the switch and adjustment of the drive, accession 
relaying check; - - By preparation and assembly of the scheme after completion of 
works and delivery of an order; - - During the works on mechanical part of the electric motor or on 
the mechanism set by it in motion. 
Works in the complex distributing device are performed according to an order 
and only on the cart which is rolled out from a cabinet with the equipment. Electric 
units with voltage to 1000 V and supply with protective agents in necessary 
quantity for performance of all possible operations in this installation in a standard 
duty and above during accidents. 
Table 25: Minimum set of protective agents. 
Protective agent Quantity Protective agent Quantity 
Electric units up to 1000 V 
Index of voltage, piece. 2 Dielectric rugs, steam 2 
Insulated tongs, piece. 1 Hold-off cards, piece. Not less 2 
Insulating skick Under the 
terms 
Temporary barriers (laying 
boards), set. 
Not less 2 
Temporary earths in the 
absence of the stationary 
grounding knives, piece. 
Not less than 
2 
The lineman's tool with the 
isolated handles, set 
Not less 2 
Dielectric galoshes, pairs 2 Safety spectacles, piece. 1 
Nonconducting gloves, pairs 2   
Electric units over 1000 V 
The insulating skick on each 
voltage, piece. 
2 Temporary earths in the 
absence of the stationary 
grounding knives, on each 
voltage, piece. 
Not less 2 
Index of voltage, piece. 2 Temporary barriers (boards), 
piece. 
Not less 2 
Insulated tongs, piece. 1 Hold-off cards, piece.  
Nonconducting gloves, pairs Not less 2 Safety spectacles, piece.  
Non-conducting boots (for 
open distributing devices), 
steam 
1 Hose mask , piece. 2 
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8.3 Safety measures: Works on cable lines 
 
Electricians on service of electric units examine cable lines in the terms 
provided by rules of technical operation. Surveys of collectors, mines and channels 
on substations carry out according to local instructions. Repair of cable lines is 
carried out according to the schedule developed on the basis of their surveys and 
tests. Production of maintenance functions on cable lines is allowed only after their 
shutdown and grounding from two sides. 
8.3.1 Excavation work 
 
Before digging of trenches or ditches for cables it is necessary to get 
previously the written permission for performance of work from the enterprise, the 
organizations, workshops in the territory of which it is necessary to perform 
excavation work, and the instruction on exact location of the available 
constructions, gas, water and other communications. By production of excavation 
work near these constructions and in a security zone of communications it is 
necessary to satisfy the conditions of works ordered by the enterprises - owners of 
communications. 
Production of excavation by digging machines at distance less than 1 meter 
from cables is not allowed. When performing excavation work over cables use of 
digging machines it is allowed only on depth with which to a cable there is a surface 
soil not less than 0,3 meters. Further dredging has to be made by shovels. 
Before work under the supervision of the personnel operating cables, the 
organization performing excavation work control opening of soil for specification of 
an arrangement and depth of laying of cables has to be carried out and the 
temporary barrier defining borders of operation of digging mechanisms is 
established. 
In winter time shovels it is possible to start dredging only after its warming. 
At the same time the warmth source arrangement is allowed to cables not closer 
than 15 cm. 
At detection during the works which are not noted on plans and schemes of 
cables, pipelines, underground structures it is necessary to suspend works for 
clarification of character of the found constructions or objects and to inform on it 
the responsible head. At emergence of harmful gases of work, it is necessary to 
stop immediately, and to remove workers from a dangerous zone before 
identification of a source of a gas contamination and its elimination. Further 
production of excavation work is admissible only in the presence of indicators for 
the definition of gas and providing working with gas masks. 
During digging of trenches in soft or wet ground when there is a threat of a 
collapse, their walls have to be reliably strengthened. In a winter season 
development of soil on depth of freezing is allowed without fastenings. 
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In soil of natural humidity in the absence of underwater and constructions 
located nearby digging of trenches with vertical walls is allowed on depth no more: - -1 m - in bulk and gravelly soil; - -1,25 m - in sandy loams; - -1,5 m - in loams and clays; - -2 m - in especially stiffish and petroglyphic soils. 
Place of production of works when digging trenches is protected with 
installation of warning boards and signs, and at night on barrier alarm lighting is 
hung out. For pedestrians and drive of transport through trenches bridges are 
thrown. 
 
8.3.2 Cable laying 
 
At a reel reskating rink with a cable it is necessary to take measures against 
capture of clothes of workers the acting parts of a reel. Before reskating rinks fix 
the ends of a cable and delete the nails which are sticking out of a reel. The reel 
with a cable is allowed to be rolled only on a horizontal surface of solid soil or a 
strong flooring. It is allowed to unwind a cable from reels in the presence of brake 
device. 
At manual cable laying the number of workers has to be such that the cable 
run weighing no more than 35 kg for men and 15 kg for women fell on everyone. It 
is necessary to work in tarpaulin mittens. 
At cable laying by the worker it is not allowed to stand in turning angles, and 
also to support a cable manually on turns of the line. For this purpose, establish 
angular rollers. 
For warming up of cables electric current does not allow use of voltage over 
380 kV. It is possible to shift cables and to transfer couplings only after shutdown 
of a cable. 
 
 
8.4 Labour protection: The increased value of current 
and voltage in an electric chain 
For personnel of electrical facilities, the most important question of labour 
protection is the electrical safety representing system of the organizational and 
technical actions and means providing protection of people against harmful and 
dangerous effects of electric current, an electric arc, an electromagnetic field and 
static electricity (State standard specification 12.1.009-76). 
The increased value of voltage in an electric chain which short circuit can 
happen through a body of the person, the increased level of static electricity, 
electromagnetic radiation, the increased strength of electric and magnetic poles 
belongs to a number of dangerous and harmful factors of State standard 
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specification 12.01.003-74. Electric current and an electric arc can cause damage of 
an organism electric trauma.  
Emergence of an electric chain through a body of the person is possible in 
cases: 
1. A single-phase touch of the person, uninsulated from the ground, to one 
phase of the electric unit which is energized; 
2. A two-phase touch of the person to two phases of the electric unit which is 
energized; 
3. Approach on dangerous distance of the person to uninsulated current 
carrying parts of the electric unit which is energized as a result of a spark 
discharge through the person; 
4. A touch of the person uninsulated from the earth to the metal body of the 
electric equipment which appeared energized; 
5. Inclusion of the person who is in a zone of spreading of an earth fault current 
on "The step tension’’. 
6. Influence of atmospheric electricity at lightning discharges. 
7. Hiting at to the stores of electric power which are switched-off from the feed 
source (cable or air-lines, arc-suppression coils). 
Electric current in a body of the person causes transformation of the electric 
power absorbed by an organism to other types and makes thermal, electrolytic, 
mechanical and biological effect. 
The most dangerous type of an electric trauma is the electric blow defeat of 
an organism at which the phenomena of paralysis of muscles of the musculoskeletal 
device, muscles of a thorax, muscles of ventricles of heart are observed. 
There are three steps of influence of current passing through a human body: 
notable current - causing notable irritations; the attracting current - causing 
insuperable convulsive reductions of muscles of a hand in which the conductor is 
clamped; fibrilation current - causing fibrillation of heart. 
Their smallest values are called threshold. So on an example alternating 
current of the commercial frequency of 50 Hz has threshold values: 2 mA - notable, 
10-15 mA - attracting; 100 mA – fibrillation. Current more than 5A causes heart 
paralysis, asthma and a heavy burn. The main criteria of electrical safety in 
commercial units are: 
1. Permissible current 𝐼!"#$ depending on time of influence t:  𝐼!"#$ ≤ 50𝑡    (𝑡 ≤ 1𝑠) 
2. Permissible current 𝐼!"#$ equal or smaller 6 mA at influence time more than 1 
second: 𝐼!"#$ ≤ 6    (𝑡 ≥ 1𝑠) 
3.  Permissible current 𝐼!"#$ equal or smaller 0,3 mA at influence time no more 
than 10 minutes a day, at a normal mode of an electric unit touch voltage is 
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normalized by a touch voltage. Voltage between two points of a chain of 
current which people concerns at the same time:  𝑈!"#$ ≤ !"!    𝑡 ≤ 1𝑠 , 𝑈!"#$ ≤ 36    𝑡 ≥ 1𝑠  
 
8.5 Labour protection: Fire prevention at operation of 
electric units 
Violation of instructions and User Rules for Operating Electrical Equipment is 
basic reasons of emergence of the fires on objects of electrical facilities inadmissible 
overheats of windings and magnetic conductors of electrical machines and 
transformers in a consequence of their sustained overloads which can lead to fire of 
isolation, an overload of wires and cables of power networks are. 
Considering factors of fire hazard of electric units, the electric installation 
code and rules of technical operation recommend admissible heating temperatures 
of parts of electrical machines and devices, conductors and contacts, oils in oil-filled 
devices and other parts of electric equipment. For example, for the fibrous 
materials which are not impregnated with oil and not submerged in oil, extreme 
admissible heating temperature should not exceed 90 °C, and the same materials 
submerged in liquid insulating material allow heating temperature of 105 °C. 
For temperature monitoring of open current carrying cable cores special 
thermofilms which when heating change colour are used. Oil temperature in power 
transformers is controlled the thermometer lowered in a case in upper part of a 
tank. According to rules of technical electric units, oil temperature in a tank should 
not exceed 95 °C and should not exceed ambient temperature more than on 60 °C. 
The oil-filled power transformers containing a large amount of combustible 
mineral oil represent big fire hazard in case of a rupture of a tank and an effluence 
of the burning oil. At accident to reduce danger of distribution of the fire at such 
accident, when mounting the transformer oil the receiving concreted hole in which 
lower the burning oil is constructed under it. The hole becomes covered by a steel 
grid on which top fill a gravel layer. 
High-power oil transformers are equipped with the special gas relay which 
works in leak cases from the transformer tank of oil and inadmissible lowering of its 
level, and also in a case when as a result of turn-to-turn faults in a winding in a 
consequence of decomposition of oil the gases filling the relay reservoir are emitted 
from what it works on a signal or on shutdown. 
 
8.6 LABOUR PROTECTION: Requirements to works 
Requirements of these rules are obligatory for workers, specialists and heads 
of the construction and setup organizations occupied with construction of 
transmission lines and electric substations and leading mounting and adjustment of 
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electric equipment, and also other organizations conducting construction, mounting 
and adjustment of air-lines, cable lines and other electric units by own forces. 
The organization and performance of work for construction, wiring, 
commissioning, testing and complex approbation of the equipment should be made, 
being guided by the legislation of the Russian Federation on labour protection, 
requirements of State standard specification 12.3.032-84 "Electric installation work. 
General safety requirements" and normative documents of bodies of the state 
supervision, and also requirements of these rules. 
Means of individual protection working, applied in the course of performance 
of electric installation (setup) work (special protective clothes, footwear and other 
security aids), have to conform to requirements of state standards. 
Installation, registration, survey, inclusion in operation and operation of load-
lifting cranes and elevators have to be carried out according to requirements of 
"Rules for the Construction and Safe Operation of load-lifting cranes", "Rules for the 
Construction and Safe Operation of elevators (towers)", the hoisting machine to 
which these rules, according to the instruction of manufacturers do not extend. 
Works on a construction of transmission lines, special electromounting and 
adjustment and alignment has to be carried out taking into account requirements 
Construction Norms and Regulations 12-03-2001 and Construction Norms and 
Regulations 12-04-2002. It is allowed to carry out only in the presence of the 
projects of works or process charts approved by the chief engineer of the 
electromounting organization; specific actions for the accident prevention have to 
be provided in projects of works and process charts for each of the carried-out 
types of works. 
Direct heads and performers of electric installation work before the admission 
to their performance have to be acquainted with safety requirements on site of 
works with the actual working conditions, nobility and carry out standards of safety 
in volume of the charged works. 
The workers occupied on electric installation work are forbidden to perform 
the works relating to operation of electrical facilities of the customer or a general 
contractor. 
It is not allowed to use the electrical units which are in a mounting stage as 
temporary installations for power supply of electric installation work, and also 
objects of the general contractor or the customer. 
It is forbidden to encumber with materials and the equipment passes, drives, 
doors and gate of buildings and constructions, approaches to the operative 
equipment, electric units, fire-prevention stock. 
Production areas and platforms for performance of electric installation work 
have to be provided with emergency firefighting equipment according to 
requirements of State standard specification 12.4.009-83. Fire safety regulations in 
the Russian Federation 01-93 and work document 153-34.0-03.301-00. 
Artificial lighting of workplaces, and also passes and drives has to conform to 
requirements of State standard specification 12.1.046-85. Work in dark places or in 
places with illumination below the normalized level is forbidden. 
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During the works at the height more than 1,3 m workplaces have to have 
barriers not less than 1,1 m high, and if necessary - protective and safety devices 
(grids, hoods, floorings, etc.), the corresponding State standard specification 
12.4.059-89 and State standard specification 23407-78. In the absence of barriers, 
protective and safety devices workers have to use safety belts. 
Ladders and other means have to correspond to State standard specification 
24258-88, State standard specification 26887-87, State standard specification 
27321-87, State standard specification 27372-87. In use wooden ladders it is 
necessary to test each half a year, and metal - once a year, to carry out tests by 
the static load of 1200 N attached to one of steps in the middle of a flight of stairs 
established at an angle 75 ° to the horizon. 
Works, and also finding of workers under the mounted designs and the 
equipment are forbidden. 
Metal body of electric equipment, metal parts of machines and mechanisms 
with the electric drive, and also crane ways have to be grounded according to 
"Cross-industry rules on labour protection (safety regulations) at operation of 
electric units" and "Service regulations of electric units of consumers". 
Warehousing of the equipment and materials on site of production of electric 
installation work has to be made according to the project of works. 
In case of emergence on site of works of conditions, life-threatening and to 
human health, works have to be immediately stopped, workers are brought from a 
dangerous zone what it has to be reported to the management of the 
electromounting organization about. 
Works can be resumed only according to the written permission of the head 
after elimination of the menacing factors. 
Operation of means of protection has to be made according to "Rules of 
application and testing of the means of protection used in electric units, 
performance specification to them". 
All personnel participating in construction mounting and adjustment and 
alignment on a construction cable and high-voltage transmission lines, have to use 
protective helmets and individual means of protection. 
 
8.7 Labour protection: Requirements to personnel 
Instructing, training and examination of safety regulations of workers and 
technical officers have to be organized according to State standard specification 
12.0.004-90 and work document 34.12.102-94. 
The personnel of the electromounting organization servicing electric units and 
performing mounting works and adjustment of electric units have to undergo 
training and examination of "User Rules for Operating Electrical Equipment", 
"Cross-industry safety regulations at operation of electric units". To the worker who 
underwent examination of these rules the certificate of the established form which 
he is obliged to have at himself at works is issued. 
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As a part of electroerection team there have to be not less than one worker, 
work document 153-34.0-03.702-99 trained as the instructor reanimator according 
to "The instruction for first-aid treatment in case of accidents on production" 
 
 
9 Ecology 
Power objects on extent of influence belong to number the most intensively 
influencing the biosphere. Requirements for ecological safety shall be observed by 
the organization which integral transformer substation is under construction. They 
are stated in federal laws "About protection of a free air", "About fauna", "About 
environmental protection" and in others. Regulations order rules of construction of 
electric units, inadmissibility of pollution of the nature at their repair and 
modernization, safety of animals and birds in zones of work of transformer 
substations. 
 
 
9.1 Safety of fauna 
All transformer substations, electric units standing in them have to have 
protection against penetration in them of animals, birds. For this purpose, they 
have to be fenced, closed by casings. At repair and routine maintenance of 
substations of the enterprise have to carry out the package of measures providing 
actions for preservation of a natural aura of dwelling of animals. Application in 
operation of substation of hazardous substances, storage of waste which can cause 
death of animals, birds is strictly forbidden or to make negative impact on their 
habitat. 
 
 
9.2 Safety of the land plots 
Sites near transformer substations, which as a result of operation of electric 
units lost the productivity (partially or completely) are subject to recultivation. Loss 
of productivity of the land plots can happen for several reasons: 
• the fire on substation; 
• spill of oil; 
• explosion of the equipment; 
• other accidents. 
The contamination of the land plots is not allowed during operation of 
substations. After carrying out construction or repair work of a trench, the holes 
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which are in the territory of object have to be filled up, the vegetable surface soil 
has to be recovered. 
Elements of substation are considered the most dangerous to a 
circumambient:  - rechargeable batteries;  - greasy drain waters;  - compressor equipment;  - the transformer oil which got to soil;  - the batteries installed in static condensers; - drain waters which are formed in the territory of substation. 
 
9.3 Sound pollution 
All equipment is located in the enclosed space and noise from their work 
practically does not influence the acoustic mode of the surrounded territory. 
According to State standard specification 12.2.024-87 the sound power of the 
transformer the 630 kVA hermetic oil transformer - 84 dB. 
 
 
10 Conclusion 
As a result of implementation of this graduation project power supply of a 
sports and improving complex on the second category of reliability in the city of 
Moscow was developed. 
Power supply of the applicant required construction of new transformer 
substation. New transformer substation receives a power supply from two 
independent sources: distribution transformer substation № 1 and distribution 
transformer substation № 2. In transformer substation of type block integral two-
transformer substation 2 oil power 630 kVA transformers are used. Power of the 
installed transformers was calculated proceeding from the total power of the 
attached consumers, and considering further development of a power network. For 
the choice of elements of the scheme of power supply the key electric parameters 
of transformer substation, and also short-circuit currents in three points were 
calculated. On the basis of these data the used equipment was chosen: 
* Distributing device of medium voltage (10 kV); 
* Distributing device of low voltage (0,4 kV); 
* Lead-in and selectionalizing switches (on 1250 A and 1000 A respectively); 
* System of an automatic input of a reserve; 
* Safety plugs (on 400 A and 300 A depending on the power of the departing 
line). 
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Grounding system of transformer substation, system of lightning protection 
and ventilation were also calculated. 
All received values meet standards of safety. 
Electric power transmission from distribution transformer substations to new 
transformer substation is made on cable lines of 10 kV. Section of cable lines is 
calculated on heating by a rated current, on permissible long current, on thermal 
action of short-circuit currents and on economic density. 
Further the calculated section is checked on losses of tension. According to 
the done calculations, a suitable cable - АПвПу2г-10 with a section of 120 mm2 for 
both cable lines of 10 kV (distribution transformer substation № 1 - new 
transformer substation, distribution transformer substation № 2 - new transformer 
substation). 
Electric power transmission directly to the applicant is carried out on cable 
lines of 0,4 kV from new transformer substation. Two points of joining of the 
applicant have identical power. Proceeding from calculations, a suitable cable - 
APVBBSHP (g)-1 with a section of 150 mm2 for both points of accession. The total 
rated quantity of a cable line to each point of accession - four. 
Ways of field cable installation depending on the district and from availability 
of other communications are considered. Requirements of safety regulations at 
construction of cable lines and production of electric installation work are described. 
Rated estimated cost of the used equipment makes 13889308,16 rubles (a 
course euro-ruble as of December 1, 2016: €1 = 68,21 Ρ). Estimated cost of 
installation and construction works makes 30083345,15 rubles. A total cost, 
considering other expenses and vat - 53090227,35 rubles. Thus, this scheme of 
power supply of the applicant is economically reasonable. 
The final result of implementation of this degree project is acquisition of 
knowledge, ability to use theoretical and reference materials on the basis of which 
adoption of the reasonable technical and economic decision, the correct creation of 
the scheme of power supply and the rational choice of the used equipment is 
possible. 
In general, the developed scheme of power supply of the applicant meets 
safety requirements, reliability, profitability. 
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